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Special List 390
Italian Authors, Language
Imprints and Subjects
How a Gentleman Should Not Behave

1. ALDANA, Cosme de. Discorso contro il volgo in cui con buone ragioni si
reprovano molte sue false opinioni …. Florence: Giorgio Marescotti, 1578.
8°, eighteenth-century sheep (minor worm damage to front cover),
spine with raised bands in four compartments, minimal gilt decoration,
citron leather lettering piece in second compartment from head (slight
defects), gilt letter, text-block edges sprinkled red. Woodcut devices
of Marescotti on title-page and colophon leaf. Text in italic. Woodcut
initials, headpieces, and tailpieces. Typographical headpiece. Italic
type. Minor stains on title and in preliminary leaves. Final line on title
page cropped. Overall in very good condition. Contemporary or early
ink inscription at top of **1 (the beginning of the table of contents):
“Conceptus sacados de la obra y tabla.” Old ink inscription in lower
blank margin of title page shaved. (31, 1 blank ll.), 442 pp., (2 ll.).		
		$3,000.00
FIRST EDITION of this extended diatribe against ill-mannered and ill-bred common folk, demonstrating by reverse example the qualities that gentlemen should display.
Aldana later revised this work and translated it into Spanish, publishing it in 1591 under
the title Invectiva contra el vulgo y su maledicencia.
Born in Valencia, Aldana first entered the service of the Medici family, later moving
to Milan to serve the Grand Constable Velasco. Although Aldana published two volumes
of his own sonnets, he is perhaps better known for posthumously editing the poems of
his brother, Francisco de Aldana.
❊ Palau 6320. Antonio Bibliotheca Hispana Nova, I, 256. Not in HSA. Not in Salvá or
Heredia, which cite other works by the author and the Spanish edition of 1591. Not in
Ticknor Catalogue, which cites only the Madrid, 1855 edition. NUC: ICN (collating [64],
442, [4] pp.), MH, DFo. OCLC: 312936419 (Universitätsbibliothek Mannheim, Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg), 954783466 (Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale di Roma Vittorio
Emanuele II), 771034292 (British Library); 42677753 (National Library of Scotland, University of Manchester Library, New York Public Library, Stanford University Library,
Folger Shakespeare Library, Newberry Library, Houghton Library-Harvard University,
State Library of Victoria), 70661176 (microfilm), 804634259 (Biblioteca de Catalunya),
635970339 (Sistema Bibliotecario Ticinese), 886429976 (Kunsthistorisches Institut in
Florenz), 557321929 (British Library). KVK (51 databases searched) locates copies at
Bibliothek des Kunsthistorischen Instituts in Florenz, Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg,
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Biblioteca Cantonale Lugano , Wolfenbüttel, Herzog-AugustBibliothek, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Mannheim Universitätsbibliothek,
Bibliothèque nationale de France, Biblioteca Nacional de España.
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2. ALLEN, Grant. Grant Allen’s Historical Guides: Venice. London: E.
Grant Richards, 1906. 8°, publisher’s gilt-stamped green cloth (slight
wear), orange silk ribbon place marker. Title page in red and black.
Some foxing. Overall in good to very good condition. 272 pp. $8.00
Fourth edition. First published in 1898.

Illustrated Funeral Oration

3. ALTIERI, Girolamo. In funere Petri III. Lusitaniae Regis Fidelissimi
Oratio habita in sacello pontificio Quirinali com SS. D. N. Pio Sexto Pontifice Maximo. Rome: Aloysius Perego Salvioni, 1786. Folio (35 x 24 cm.),
contemporary wrappers of embossed greenish-gold “Dutch” paper
(worn & stained, spine nearly gone). Title page in red and black, with
engraved vignette of royal Portuguese arms (signed by G. Barberi and
Piroli); large elegantly engraved vignettes on pp. iii, viii, ix and xxiv, and
large, elegantly engraved initial on p. iii. Some marginal dampstains.
Overall in good condition. xxiv p.		 $400.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this nicely printed funeral oration for D. Pedro III of
Portugal (reigned jointly, 1777-1786, with his niece and wife, D. Maria I). The illustrations
throughout were engraved by Piroli after drawings by G. Barberi.

❊ Not in Duarte de Sousa. Not located in NUC. OCLC: 57652321 (British Library);
456786165 (Bibliothèque nationale de France). Porbase locates a single copy, in the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Jisc repeats British Library. Not located in Hollis or Orbis.

4. ARAUJO, Joaquim de. Segunda commemoração da apotheose de João de
Deus em 8 de Março de 1895. Padova: Tipografia all’Università dei frat.
Gallina, 1897. 8°, original printed wrappers (somewhat soiled; small
oblong blank tag tipped on to front cover near spine). In good to very
good condition. Ink manuscript presentation inscription in upper blank
margin of title page: “Ao seu [illeg.] Adolfo Carneiro // lembrança //
de” [followed by the author’s printed name with an ink manuscript
flourish]. 6, (2) pp.		 $100.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Pages [3]-4 contain an introduction in Portuguese by
Araujo, including a twelve-line poem titled “No regresso dos estudantes a Coimbra”.
Pages [5]-6 consist of a poem in Italian by Emilio Teza titled “Amori, amori, amori
(imitazione)”. The final leaf recto contains a sonnet in Italian by Teza titled “Camoens
(centenario, 1880)”.
❊ Innocêncio Aditamentos, p. 208 (without collation). For Araujo, see also Innocêncio
XII, 15, 364; XVIII, 20, 26; Aditamentos pp. 208-9; Álvaro Manuel Machado in Machado,
ed., Dicionário de literatura portuguesa, p. 41; Isabel de Faria e Albuquerque in Biblos, I,
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363-4; and Dicionário cronológico de autores portugueses, II, 405--6. OCLC: 4972560 ([record
calls for 6 pp. only] University of Georgia, University of Texas at Austin, British Library);
876129420 (also calling for only 6 pp.] Università di Padova); 959067529 (Biblioteca de Arte
Calouste Gulbenkian); 801070957 ([calls for 6pp. only] British Library). Online Catalogo
del Servizio Bibliotecario Nazionale locates a single copy, at Biblioteca Beato PellegrinoPadova (calling for only 6 pp.).Not located in Porbase. Jisc repeats British Library only.
KVK (51 databases searched) locates only the record cited by the Catalogo del Servizio
Bibliotecario Nazionale (and should have cited the record in Jisc).

5. [ASMODEU]. Crimes e amores dos Bourbons de Napoles, ou mysterios
da camarilha. Lisbon: Typographia do Futuro, 1861. Publicações do
Asmodeu. 12°, original printed wrappers. Uncut and unopened. In
fine condition. 78 pp.		 $150.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. On the front wrapper: “Publicações do Asmodeu.”
Guerra Andrade lists three authors who used the pseudonym “Asmodeu” but none
appear to be responsible for the present work. Albino Lapa lists two, neither of whom
appear to be the author of this work. On the rear wrapper is an advertisement for a series
titled Os contemporaneos, by Asmodeu.
❊ Not in Fonseca, Subsídios para um dicionário de pseudónimos, either under Asmodeu
or the title. Not located in NUC. OCLC: 872678306 (British Library). Porbase locates a
single copy, in the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Jisc repeats British Library only. KVK
(51 databases searched) locates only the copy cited by Porbase.

Lymphatic System, Rabid Dogs, and Poisonous Snakes
By Napoleon’s Chief Surgeon

6. ASSALINI, Paolo. Essai médical sur les vaisseaux lymphatiques, &c. Avec
les moyens de prévenir les effets des substances venimeuses, comme la salive du
chien enragé, le venin de la vipere, le virus vénérien, &c. &c. Turin: Chez les
Frères Reycends, and Milan: Chez les Memes, 1787. 12°, contemporary
mottled calf (considerable wear to extremities; a bit warped), smooth
spine gilt (rubbed), citron leather lettering piece, gilt letter, edges of
boards milled, text block edges tinted green. Woodcut headpieces and
tailpieces. Faint dampstains. Fine internally; overall very good condition. (1 l.), 156 pp., (4 ll. index and catalogue).		 $350.00

FIRST EDITION of this work on the function and possible malfunctions of the
lymphatic system. It also includes advice on preventing the effects of bites from rabid
dogs and poisonous snakes, and the effects of venereal disease.
Paolo Assalini (1759-1846) was Napoleon’s chief surgeon and a highly respected
professor of surgery at the military hospital in Milan. He also wrote on ophthalmology
and obstetrics and is famous for inventing an artery forceps.
❊ National Library of Medicine, Eighteenth-Century STC p. 21. Not in Wellcome.
NUC: NcD-H, DNLM, PPULC, PPJef, PPCP.
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Fine Copy of the Rare First Edition

7. BELLINCINI, Giovanni, conte. Giunte all’opera intitolata Della scienza
chiamata cavaleresca &c. .... Modena: Antonio Capponi, 1711. 4°, old
(contemporary?) stiff vellum, short-author-title in manuscript at head
of spine. Typographical monogram on title page. Woodcut initial on
p. 3. Crisp and clean. In fine condition. Ex libris Jack Gorlin on front
pastedown endleaf. 146 pp., (1 l. imprimatur).		 $650.00
FIRST EDITION of this work on duelling, commenting on the Marchese Francesco
Scipione Maffei’s Della scienza chiamata cavaleresca. It was reprinted several times with
later editions of Maffei’s work.

❊ Levi & Gelli pp. 111-2. Not in Thimm. Not located in NUC. OCLC: 15716684
(New York Public Library, Cornell University, Johns Hopkins University, University
of Washington); 557919319 (British Library); 315422200 (National Library of Scotland);
253273938 (Statsbibliothek zu Berlin). Jisc repeats British Library and National Library
of Scotland only.

Impressions of Italian Art and History

8. BENALCANFOR, [Ricardo Augusto Pereira Guimarães], Visconde
de. Na Italia. Porto & Braga: Libraria Internacional, 1876. 8°, midtwentieth-century half maroon sheep over paper boards, spine with
raised bands in five compartments, gilt letter and ornaments (some
wear, especially to outer hinges), machine-decorated endleaves, original
beige printed wrappers bound in (upper with defect in blank margin of
2 x 3 cm.), top edges rouged, other edges uncut. Scattered light foxing.
Overall in good condition. xiv, 254 pp.		
$40.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Vivid descriptions from a trip to Italy, including Rome
(Forum, Colosseum, Baths of Caracalla, Via Appia), Florence, Naples, Vesuvius, Herculaneum, Pompeii, Monaco, Paestum, Capri, Salerno, Tusculum, the Vatican (the Sistine
Chapel and works by Raphael), Pisa, and Genoa. The emphasis is on art and history.
Ricardo Augusto Pereira Guimarães (Porto, 1830-Lisbon, 1889), writer, journalist,
and politician, fought for the liberals in Porto as a young man before studying law at
Coimbra. With Camilo Castelo Branco, he was one of the founders of O Portuense. After
serving in the Cortes and writing for several periodicals, he was appointed secretarygeneral of Macau in 1868. Although he returned halfway through his journey to take
up his post, due to ill health, the two books he wrote based on it are among his best: De
Lisboa ao Cairo and Na Itália, both published in 1876. Around 1871, he dropped out of
politics and devoted himself to writing. He was named first Visconde de Benalcanfor by
D. Luis I in 1870 and assumed a seat in the Câmara Alta as a peer of the realm in 1887.
He was a member of more than a few learned societies, including the Academia Real
das Ciências de Lisboa and the Academia Real da História.
❊ Innocêncio XVIII, 272. Álvaro Manuel Machado in Dicionário de literatura portuguesa,
p. 235. Dicionário cronológico de autores portugueses, II, 147-8. See also Grande enciclopédia, IV,
510. OCLC: 1928313 (Washington University). Porbase locates a copy at the Universidade
Católica Portuguesa-Biblioteca João Paulo II and 2 copies at the Biblioteca Nacional de
Portugal, but calls for [4], 252, [6] p. Not located in Jisc.
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By One of the Most Prominent Portuguese Authors of Her Epoch

9. BESSA-LUÍS, Agustina. Embaixada a Calígula. Lisbon: Livraria Bertrand, 1960? Colecção de Crónicas e Viagens. 8°, original illustrated
wrappers (slight wear). Uncut. Very slight browning. In very good
condition. Author’s signature, dated 1964, on half title. Ownership
stamp of Dr. Fragozo Fernandes, a lawyer based in Lisbon, in blank
portion of half title and title page. 305 pp., (1 blank l.), 8 ll. plates.		
		$150.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this travelogue through Spain, France and Italy.
[Maria] Agustina [Ferreira Teixeira] Bessa-Luís (Vila Meã, Amarante, 1922-Porto,
2019), novelist, short story writer, dramatist, biographer and essayist, was one of the
greatest Portuguese authors of the second half of the twentieth century and the early
years of the twenty-first century.
❊ Saraiva & Lopes, História da literatura portuguesa (1976) pp. 1165-6. See also Álvaro
Manuel Machado in Dicionário de literatura portuguesa, pp. 60-2 and in Biblos, I, 656-60;
Dicionário cronológico de autores portugueses, V, 208-11. OCLC: 3098519.

Duelling Etiquette for Italian Nobleman

10. BIRAGO, Francesco. Consigli cavallereschi del Signor Francesco Birago,
ne’ quali si ragiona circa il modo di far le paci. Con un apologia cavalleresca
per il Sig. Torquato Tasso, ed alcuni pareri in materia d’onor, e di paci del
Sig. Alessandro Guarini, al nome immortale dell’ illustriss. Sig. Co. Rainiero Marescotti. (Parma?): n.pr., 1686?. 8°, contemporary Italian paper
boards, green floral-patterned paper spine (head of spine chipped).
Woodcut vignette on second title-page, woodcut tailpieces and initial
letters. Occasional spotting, a few small stains. Leaf a1 nearly detached.
Bookplate removed from front pastedown. Early ownership inscription,
scored, on title-page. In good condition. Engraved title, (10 ll.), 230 pp.,
(1 blank l.), 56 pp.		 $500.00
Third edition. The Consigli cavallereschi is bound with, as issued, the Pareri in materia
d’ onor, e di paci of Alessandro Guarini (first published Ferrara, 1611), with separate titlepage bearing the imprint: In Ferrara, et in Parma: Per Giuseppe dall’ Oglio, & Ippolito
Rosati, 1686. The first part of the Consigli appeared in Milan, 1623, with a second part in
1624; both parts were printed together in 1637. It contains series of 30 counsels to various
Italian noblemen on points of etiquette, advising when an honorable peace may be made
and when they must resort to a duel for the sake of their honor. Pages 210-30 contain the
“Apologia del Signor Francesco Birago a favor del Sig. Torquato Tasso contro il Sig. Gio.
Battista Olevano.” Birago (b. 1562, d. 1640 or after 1647), a native of Milan, was greatly
respected in his own time for his writings on the peaceful resolution of disputes among
the quarreling Italian nobility. Manzoni, however, attacked him in I promessi sposi as the
prototype of the idle and awkward negotiator of the “punto d’onore.”
❊ Levi & Gelli, p. 114. Not in Thimm, which lists only the Bologna, 1686 edition.
NUC: CLSU.
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First Edition (?) of Boccalini’s Satrical Political Sketches

11. BOCCALINI, Troiano. Pietra del paragone politico. Tratta dal Monte
Parnaso doue si toccano i gouerni delle maggiori monarchie del Vniverso.
Cormopoli [sic, i.e., Venice?]: Ambros Teler, 1615. 4°, nineteenth-century
Italian quarter vellum over marbled boards, smooth spine gilt with
red and brown leather labels, gilt letter and tooling (rubbed, light
wear). Text in italic type. Clean and crisp. In fine condition. Owner’s
neat inked monogram on title and p. 138. Faded blue-bordered paper
tag near head of spine (with illegible ink manuscript shelf mark). 138
pp., (1 blank l.).		 $1,250.00
FIRST EDITION (?) of this collection of 29 satirical political sketches, all of which
poke fun at Spain with polished, venomous wit. Boccalini had begun to compose these
sketches in the late sixteenth century, employing as his literary conceit the device of
sending dispatches from Apollo’s court on Parnassus. By the time of his move to Venice
in 1612, Boccalini had composed many such sketches, 200 of which he published in the
two-part Ragguagli di Parnaso (Venice, 1612-1613). The 29 sketches included in the Pietra
were presumably withheld as being too politically dangerous to publish. Boccalini’s
death in 1613 removed that obstacle, but it was still felt necessary to publish the Pietra
with a fictitious imprint. Immediately and immensely successful, the work was reprinted
frequently throughout the seventeenth century. The Ragguagli proved nearly as popular,
appearing in numerous seventeenth-century editions with a supplementary third volume of 50 additional ragguagli by Girolamo Briani. Perhaps to assert its authenticity, p.
3 of this edition of the Pietra bears the caption title: De’i Ragguagli di Parnaso, parte terza.
This is one of at least five editions bearing the imprint “Cosmopoli, 1615.” The British
Library owns three such editions, all with “Cosmopoli” misprinted “Cormopoli”: one of
138 pp. printed by “Ambros Teler” (as here), one of 38 leaves printed by “Giorgio Teler,”
and one of 32 leaves also printed by “Giorgio Teler.” Two other editions with the imprint
Cosmopoli, Zorzi Teler, 1615—one of (111) pp. and the other of (102) pp.—are listed in
NUC. Antonio Belloni’s Le prime edizioni della Pietra del paragone (Padua, 1899)—which
we have not been able to consult—notes (per Robert H. Williams) no fewer than six editions or issues: five with the Cormopoli imprint, and one with the Cosmopoli imprint.
Nearly all of the many later seventeenth-century editions also bear a Cosmopoli imprint,
which is clearly fictitious. Palau suggests Amsterdam as the place of publication, perhaps
taking his cue from Brunet, who notes several editions published there by the Elzeviers. The British Library’s Catalogue of Seventeenth Century Italian Books, under the expert
editorship of Dennis E. Rhodes, assigns its three 1615 editions to Venice, and most of the
later editions to Amsterdam. The printer(s), however, has not been identified: Ambros,
Giorgio, and Zorzi Teler are fictitious names, the first also used on the title-page of the
first Elzevier edition (1640).
Boccalini (1556-1613) was born in Loreto and educated at Padua. It is said that his
lifelong enmity against Spain was rooted in his forebears’ loss of affluence and expulsion from Carpi following its conquest by Charles V in 1525. After settling in Rome,
an advantageous marriage brought Boccalini the patronage of Pope Gregory XIII and
a series of secular offices, for none of which he was temperamentally suited. He found
more success as a teacher and intellectual, eventually moving to Venice in 1612 where
his political opinions could be vented more freely.
❊ Palau 31180: calling for 76 pp. and giving Amsterdam as place of publication.
Brunet I, 1019: without collation. BL, Seventeenth-Century Italian, I, 118 (giving Venice as
place of publication). HSA p. 68: also suggesting Amsterdam as place of publication.
Robert H. Williams, Boccalini in Spain pp. 1-9. Not in Salvá. Not in Heredia, which lists
a later edition. NUC: ICN, MiU.
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First Mexican Edition of Spanish Translation of Bolgeni’s L’Episcopato

12. [BOLGENI, Giovanni Vincenzo]. El Obispado, disertacion sobre la
potestad de gobernar la Iglesia, en que se demuestra la divina institucion de
su gerarquía. Traducida del italiano al español por un sacerdote secular. Parte
primera [and Segunda]. Nuevamente corregida. 2 parts in 1 volume. Mexico:
Imprenta de Galvan a cargo de Mariano Arevalo, 1829. 4°, contemporary
quarter green (faded) sheep over marbled boards (some scraping and
other wear), flat spine gilt, text block edges sprinkled. Minor stains;
5 cm. tear in leaf 13/4 of part I, without loss. Overall in good to very
good condition. From the library of Sir Thomas Phillipps, with his shelf
mark and pencilled “MHC” on front pastedown. (1 l.), vi, 311; 260 pp.
Lacking pp. 209-16 of the second part. Page 255 of part 2 incorrectly
numbered 155.
2 parts in 1 volume. $150.00
First Mexican Edition of this Spanish translation of Bolgeni’s L’Episcopato, Rome 1789.
Provenance: Sir Thomas Phillipps, 1st Baronet (1792-1872) was an English antiquary
and book collector who amassed the largest collection of manuscript material in the
19th century, due to his severe condition of bibliomania. He was an illegitimate son of a
textile manufacturer and inherited a substantial estate, which he spent almost entirely
on vellum manuscripts, and, when out of funds, borrowed heavily to buy manuscripts,
thereby putting his family deep into debt. Philipps began his collecting while still at
Rugby and continued at Oxford. Eventually he acquired some 40,000 printed books
and 60,000 manuscripts, arguably the largest collection a single individual has created,
and coined the term “vello-maniac” to describe his obsession. A.N.L. Munby notes that
he spent perhaps between two hundred thousand and a quarter of a million pounds,
altogether four or five thousand pounds a year, while accessions came in at the rate of
forty or fifty a week. He was an assiduous cataloguer who established the Middle Hill
Press (named after his country seat at Broadway, Worcestershire) in 1822 not only to
record his book holdings but also to publish his findings in English topography and
genealogy. Ultimately, the dispersal of his collection took over 100 years. A five-volume
history of the collection and its dispersal, Phillipps Studies, by A. N. L. Munby was published between 1951 and 1960.

❊ Not in Palau; cf. 197773-4 for the Madrid, 1792 and 1824 editions. Not located in
NUC. OCLC: This edition not in OCLC, which cites an edition in Spanish of La Coruña,
1814 (630228468: Universidade de Valladolid). This edition not in CCPBE, which cites
the Coruña 1814 edition (24 locations, mostly in Galicia), and that of Madrid 1824 (42
locations given). Rebuin cites the same two editions at a number of locations.

13. BROOKS, H.C. Compendiosa bibliografia di edizioni Bodoniane. Mansfield, Connecticut: Maurizio Martino, [1994]. Large 4° (28 x 22 cm.),
publisher’s orange cloth. As new. Frontispiece, xiii, (1) pp., (1 l.), 357
pp., (1 l.), profusely illustrated. ISBN: 1888262400.		$80.00

Facsimile reprint, limited to 150 copies, of this indispensable bibliography first
published in Florence, 1927. Lists 1,417 works, with collations, finely printed by Bodoni
from 1768 to 1818 and by his widow from 1818 to 1834. With over 50 plates of title pages
and type specimens, numerous reproductions of vignettes in the text, a full index, and
a preface in English.
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Argues that Vespucci Landed in America Before Columbus and
Discovered Brazil Before Cabral

14. CANOVAI, Stanislao. Elogio di Amerigo Vespucci che reportó il premio dalla nóbile Academia Etrusca di Cortona …. Florence: Giovacchino
Pagani, 1798. 8°, contemporary half black morocco over marbled boards
(minor wear at corners), smooth spine with gilt fillets and lettering,
text block edges tinted yellow. Overall in fine condition. Engraved
frontispiece, 196 pp.		 $600.00
Fourth and last edition, preceded by the first edition, Florence 1788, and editions of
Cortona, 1789 and Modena, 1790. Canovai here argues that Vespucci landed in America
before Columbus and discovered Brazil before Cabral. His theory came under heavy
attack and gave rise to a spate of scholarly research on the early explorers. Canovai later
restated and expanded his argument in his Viaggi d’Amerigo Vespucci (Florence, 1817).

❊ Borba de Moraes (1983) I, 149: calling it “a classic and sought after work on Vespucci,” and not noting the second or third editions. Sabin 10704. Leclerc 102. JCB II, ii, 3943.

Description of Government, Language, Religion, Nobility, and Military of
Naples, the Papal States, Venice, Genoa, Lucca,
Tuscany, Bologna, Parma, and Moderna

15. CAPMANY Y DE MONTPALAU, Antonio. Descripcion politica
de las soberanias de Europa. Contiene un estado geografico, historico, y economico de todos los imperios, reynos, repúblicas, y demás estados soberanos
que existen actualmente en esta parte del mundo, con la noticia de la fundacion, consititucion, policía, poblacion, títulos y fuerzas de cada uno de ellos.
Madrid: Oficina de D. Miguel Escribano, a costa de la Real Compañia
de Impresores y Libreros, 1786. 4°, contemporary mottled calf (some
stains, especially to front cover, corners worn), smooth spine richly
gilt (defective at head), citron leather label, compartment below label
(another label?) effaced, marbled endleaves, text block edges rouged.
Some small marginal staining. Overall in good to very good condition.
Early title-page inscription: “Del uso del P. Fr. Juan Alonso.” (5 ll.), 494
[i.e. 496] pp. Page numbers 87-8 repeated (leaves L4 and M1).		
		$250.00
FIRST EDITION. Covers the government, language, religion, nobility, military, etc.
of Germany, Spain, France, Great Britain, Russia, Naples, Poland, Portugal, Denmark,
Switzerland, Hungary, the Ottoman Empire, the Papal States, Venice, Holland, Genoa,
Lucca, Tuscany, Bologna, Malta, Parma and Modena. Of the author, Colmeiro writes,
“Es el único que hasta ahora ha intentado ilustrar la historia de la economía política
de España, y ha mostrado el camino que debe seguir quien abrigue el loable deseo de
completar su pensamiento” (Biblioteca de los economistas españoles pp. 56-7).
A note in NUC says that this work was originally published in 1783, as part of a
work entitled Compendio historico, geográfico y genealógico de los soberanos de España. No
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work by that title is listed in Palau, NUC or Sempere y Guarinos. However, a search
for the Descripcion in OCLC finds Compenoio [sic] cronologico-historico de los soberanos
de Eudropa [sic]: comprehende los imperios, reynos, principados, república, y demás estados
soberanos, hoy existentes en Europe (10384338, with no comment on the relationship of
this work to the Descripcion).
❊ Palau 43368: without collation. On the author, see Sempere y Guarinos II, 132-44.
NUC: ICU, CLSU, MH, NjP. OCLC: 26843425 (New York Public Library, University of
Arizona, University of Southern California, University of Chicago, Harvard University,
Princeton University, University of Texas-Austin, Swiss National Library); 265432547
(Biblioteca Nacional de Mexico, British Library, Cambridge University, National Library
of Scotland); 433547080 (Biblioteca Nacional de España, Universidad de Salamanca);
807840180 (Biblioteca Universitat Barcelona, Universitat Rovira i Virgili Biblioteca);
762590553 (Bibliothèque nationale de France); 433547084 and 433547091 (both Biblioteca
Nacional de España). Jisc repeats British Library, Cambridge University, and National
Library of Scotland. CCPBE and Rebuin cite numerous copies.

*16. CASTELAR [Y RIPOLL], Emilio. Recordações de Italia. 3 volumes
in 1. Rio de Janeiro: Empreza Democratica Editora de Blanco & Comp.,
1892. 8°, quarter green morocco over pebbled paper boards (somewhat
worn), spine gilt with raised bands in five compartments, author and
title gilt in second compartment from head, decorated endleaves.
Occasional light foxing. Overall in good condition. 307; 310 pp., (1 l.);
299 pp., (2 ll.)
3 volumes in 1.
$75.00

First and Only Edition in Portuguese of the author’s Recuerdos de Italia. It deals with
Rome, the Vatican, Pisa, Venice, Florence, Mantua, Assisi, Sorrento, Naples, Capri, and more.
Castelar (1832-1899), a native of Cadiz, was a prolific Spanish journalist, essayist,
historian and novelist as well as a prominent Republican politician. Condemned to death
in 1865 for publishing a satirical attack on Isabel II, he fled to Paris. He returned to Spain
after the Revolution of 1868 and briefly became President of the First Spanish Republic
from 7 September 1873 to 4 January 1874.
❊ No Portuguese language edition in Palau; for the first edition, Madrid, 1872,
and a number of subsequent Spanish language editions, see 47649; for translations to
Italian, English, German, and French, see 47650-5. OCLC: 912814931 (Agencia Española
de Cooperación Interna). Not located in Porbase. Rebiun locates only the copy cited
by OCLC, in the Biblioteca de la Agencia Española de Cooperación Internacional para
el Desarrollo. CCPBE cites only the same copy. Not located in Jisc. KVK (51 databases
searched) locates only the copy cited by OCLC and Rebiun.
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Turkish Naval Victory Maintains Control of the
Peloponnesus for the Ottoman Empire

17. [CASTELO BRANCO, Pedro de Sousa, writing under the pseudonym D. Inofre Chirino]. Rellacao do sucesso que teve a Armada de Veneza
onida com as esquadras auxiliares de Portugal e outros principes catholicos
na costa da Morea contra o poder othomano offerecida ao Illustrissimo Senhor
D. Felipe Tana Marques de Entreives ... Comandante por S.M. na Cidade de
Messina, e seu repartimento. Messina: Na Officina de D. Vittorino Maffei,
1717. 4°, disbound. Typographical ornament on title page. Elaborate
typographical tailpiece on p. 19. Overall good to very good condition.
Old ink number (trimmed) in upper outer corner of title page. Author’s
name added in contemporary ink manuscript in blank portion of title
page above imprint. 19 pp.		 $1,200.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this eyewitness account of a naval action off the
coast of Morea, in the Peloponnesus, Greece, during the Seventh Ottoman-Venetian
War (1714-1718). Venice had lost the Peloponnesus to the Ottomans in 1715, but while
she was unable to fight the Turks on land, she was still a power at sea. By 1717 Venice
had gained the financial support of Pope Clement XI, and several Catholic rulers sent
ships to Venice’s aid. The Portuguese sent a small fleet, which arrived at Corfu on June
10 to rendezvous with the Venetians and the Knights of Malta. The author focuses on
the preparation of the Portuguese fleet, its commanders, the strategy of the combined
fleet, confusion in the Venetian command, and the damages to the Portuguese ships at
the Battle of Matapan, on the southern coast of Greece.
The battle was a strategically decisive Ottoman victory, since it totally frustrated
the Venetian efforts to regain the Peloponnesus. The Ottomans lost no ships compared
to three Venetian and allied ships sunk, and much damage done to others.
Pedro de Sousa de Castelo Branco (Lisbon, 1678-1755), present at the action described
here, is listed as the author by Innocêncio. He signed (in print) the dedication (leaf A2
recto) with the pseudonym D. Inofre Chirino. Castello Branco was a Commendador da
Ordem de Christo and served in the army and navy, reaching the rank of general and
of governor of Setubal. He was the translator of the Abbé de Vallemont’s Elementos da
historia, in 5 volumes, 1734-1751.
❊ Innocêncio VI, 448-9: “exemplares são raros,” with a long discussion of this work.
Figanière 402. Duarte de Sousa I, 330. Not located in Coimbra, Miscelâneas. Martinho da
Fonseca, Pseudónimos, p. 41 (giving an orthographically incorrect version of the title).
OCLC: 47727741 (Indiana University-Boxer Collection-Lilly Library); 807613220 (Biblioteca
Universitat Barcelona); 776428130 (Biblioteca Nacional de España); 560630088 (National
Maritime Museum). Porbase locates a single copy, at Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal,
attributing the work to Castelo Branco. Jisc locates a copy at the National Maritime
Museum, attributing the work to Inofre Chirino.

18. CASTIGLIONE, Baltasar. El Cortesano. Traducción de Juan Boscan.
Estudio preliminar de M. Menendez y Pelayo. Madrid: C.S.I.C., 1942.
8°, original printed wrappers (soiled, small tears on spine). Uncut
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and unopened. Overall in very good condition. lxiv, 447 pp., (1 l.
advertisement), illustration.		 $150.00

War of the Polish Succession Begins

19. CHARLES VI, Holy Roman Emperor (1711-1740), and Charles
Emmanuel III, King of Sardinia (1730-1773). [José Freire de Monterroyo Mascarenhas, translator]. Declaraçam feita por parte do Emperador,
e dos seus aliados ao Excellentissimo Principe Arcebispo de Gnesna Primàz
de Polonia, e Governador do mesmo Reyno, durante o interregno: de que se
ajuntou Copia com o Manifesto delRey Christianissimo, como Manifesto delRey de Serdenha. Lisboa Occidental: na Offic. de Pedro Ferreira, 1733. 4°,
disbound. Large woodcut vignette on title page. Woodcut headpiece
and three-line woodcut initial on p. 3. Overall in good to very good
condition. 7 pp.		 $400.00

First Edition in Portuguese of these two documents from the War of the Polish Succession (1733-1738). The first, from Charles VI, Habsburg ruler of the Austrian Empire,
supports elections for the king of Poland that are free from the interference of foreign
powers. In the second document Charles Emmanuel III, King of Sardinia, declares that
the misbehavior of the Habsburgs has forced him to form an alliance with France.
Since 1572, the king of Poland had been elected by the Polish nobility, often with
considerable interference from other European rulers. After the death of Augustus II,
King of Poland, Stanislaw Leszyzynski hoped to become king again, as he had been
from 1704 to 1709 with the backing of Charles XII of Sweden. Stanislaw, with the backing this time of his son-in-law Louis XV and the Bourbons of France and Spain, was
elected king in 1733. His rule was opposed by the Habsburgs, Russia, and Saxony, who
supported Augustus III.
Most of the battles of the War of the Polish Succession were fought outside Poland.
The war ended with Augustus III on the throne of Poland, and the Habsburgs and Bourbons playing musical thrones elsewhere. Stanislaw was given the Duchy of Lorraine,
the former ruler of Lorraine was awarded the Grand Duchy of Tuscany. The Duchy of
Parma went to Austria and the former duke of Parma became ruler of Naples and Sicily.
Charles Emmanuel III left Lombardy, which he had won in battle, but remained king of
Sardinia and was given Langhe, Tortona, and Novara.
Freire de Monterroyo Mascarenhas, the translator (1670-1760?), a native of Lisbon,
began his studies in Portugal and extended them for 10 years, beginning in 1693, by traveling throughout Europe to study its politics and languages. Back in Portugal, he served
from 1704 to 1710 as a cavalry captain in the War of the Spanish Succession. When the
war ended he began to publish the Gazeta de Lisboa, of which he remained editor for more
than 40 years. He also published numerous pamphlets such as this one, on current events.
❊ Innocêncio IV, 348. Not located in Coimbra, Miscelâneas. Not in Gonçalves
Rodrigues, A tradução em Portugal. Not located in NUC. OCLC: 28357998 (Newberry
Library, Houghton Library, Harvard College Library); 78044953 (Brigham Young University). Porbase locates a copy at the Biblioteca Central da Marinha and three copies at
the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Not located in Jisc.
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Jockeying for Ecclesiastical Positions

20. [COMMENDATIONS]. Rmo. P.D. Aldrovando Meleuitana, seu Portugallien. Commendarum. Super Sententiam Anni 1704. Ven. 23. Iunij 1724.
Revocatis hodie coram me in locum bon. mem. Foscari subrogato…. Rome:
Camera Apostolica, 1724. Folio, unbound, deckle edges. Woodcut
papal arms and woodcut initial on first leaf recto. Clean and crisp,
very fine. (4 ll.).		 $475.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION? All three are judgments regarding whether certain men
will be allowed to keep the benefices assigned to them.
❊ See Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church IV, 9. Not located in NUC.

WITH:

R.P.D. Rouault de Gamaches Meleuitana, seu Portugallien. Comendae.
Veneris 6. Decembris 1720. In audientia diei 10. Maij labentis …. Rome:
Camera Apostolica, 1721.
FIRST and ONLY EDITION? Folio, unbound, deckle edges. Woodcut papal arms
and woodcut initial on first leaf recto. Clean and crisp, very fine. (4 ll.).

AND WITH:

R.P.D. Rouault de Gamaches Meleuitana, seu Portugallien. Commendae
super restitutione in integrum. Veneris 6. Decembris 1720. Quoniam res
iudicata, cuius vires assumpserat …. Rome: Camera Apostolica, 1721.
FIRST and ONLY EDITION? Folio, unbound, deckle edges. Woodcut papal arms
and woodcut initial on first leaf recto. Clean and crisp, very fine. (2 ll.).

The Pope and the King of Portugal Make Up

21. Compendio do que passou na Corte de Roma depois da chegada do
correio extraordinario que levou os despachos relativos á abertura da communicação com o Reino, e Dominios de Portugal, e do Tribunal da Nunciatura
na Corte de Lisboa. Lisbon: Na Regia Officina Typografica, 1770. 4°,
disbound, old rouging to text block edges. Large woodcut papal arms
on title page. Woodcut tailpiece ornament on final page. Pages 3-16 in
2 columns, Latin and Portuguese, then Italian and Portuguese. Crisp
and clean. Overall in very good condition. Old ink foliation (781-806)
in upper outer corner of each page. 26 pp.		 $400.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Three documents celebrate the reconciliation between
Pope Clement XIV and D. José I, after a nine-year break between the papacy and the
Portuguese Crown. In the first, a speech to the Consistory dated September 24, 1770, and
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printed in Latin and Portuguese, Pope Clement praises the piety of D. José, his wife D.
Maria Anna Victoria, and the Conde de Oeyras (who became Marquês de Pombal that
same year). In the second document, dated September 22, 1770, and printed in Italian and
Portuguese, Pope Clement declares that masses are to be said for the king and kingdom
of Portugal for three days, and indulgences are granted to those visiting specific churches
in Rome during that period. The third document, in Portuguese, includes a description
of the negotiations between the Pope and the King, along with a detailed account of a
procession to Rome’s Church of St. Anthony of the Portuguese (Sant’Antonio dei Portoghesi, Santo António dos Portugueses).
In June 1760, the papal nuncio was expelled from Portugal, the reason given being
that Pope Clement XIII’s reluctance to grant a dispensation for D. Maria, the heir apparent, to marry her uncle, the king’s brother, was an insult to the dignity of D. José I. The
following month, the Portuguese envoy to Rome and all Portuguese in Rome were
expelled. The break between the papacy and Portugal lasted nine years, during which
Pombal moved to bring the Church firmly under state control.
The conclave that elected Pope Clement XIV in 1769 was under pressure from
Catholic sovereigns throughout Europe to suppress the Jesuits, who had already been
expelled from Portugal, Brazil, Spain, France, and Parma. Clement made it one of his
top priorities to reconcile the Church with those sovereigns, including in 1773 a bull that
suppressed the Jesuits everywhere.
❊ Imprensa Nacional 9; also p. 75. Coimbra, Miscelâneas 7900. Not in Innocêncio or
Fonseca, Pseudónimos. On the break between the pope and the Portuguese Crown under
Pombal, see Kenneth Maxwell, Pombal, Paradox of the Enlightenment, p. 91. NUC: MH.
OCLC: 84179307 (Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library-University of Toronto, Houghton
Library). Porbase locates two copies at the Arquivo Nacional do Torre do Tombo and
three at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Jisc locates a copy at the British Library.

Visits to Rome by the "Portuguese Goya"

22. CORREIA, Vergilio. Sequeira em Roma. Duas épocas (1788-1795,
1826-1837). Coimbra: Imprensa da Universidade, 1923. Subsídios para
a História da Arte Portuguesa, VI. 4°, contemporary half dark green
sheep over marbled boards, spine gilt with raised bands in three uneven
compartments, author and short-title in the second compartment from
head (a bit rubbed on spine and extremities), decorated endleaves, top
edges rouged, other edges uncut, original printed wrappers bound
in. Largely unopened. Overall in very good condition. Number 91 of
100 copies of a tiragem especial, with the printer’s blind-stamp and the
signature of Joaquim de Carvalho on the title-page verso. Portrait of
Domingos Antonio de Sequeira, 87 pp., (1 l.), 11 plates reproducing
drawings and paintings by Sequeira.		 $100.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this history of the two extended visits to Rome made
by Domingos António de Sequeira (1768-1837), one of Portugal’s most celebrated painters
of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
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Single Genoese Warship Victorious Over Six Ships of Barbary Pirates

23. Curiosa noticia de hum grande combate, que tiverão sinco chavecos, e
huma fragata de Mouros, com hum navio de guerra Genovez, em 17 de Outubro
deste present anno de 1763, que durou desde as duas horas da tarde até ás sete
e meya da noite. Lisbon: Na Offic. de Ignacio Nogueira Xisto, (1763). 4°,
disbound. Large woodcut on title page with a ship in foreground whose
hands are on deck celebrating, and another ship in the background,
sinking. Large woodcut tailpiece. Relatively light waterstain at inner
margin. In good condition. 8 pp.		 $600.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this newsletter relating the battle at sea between a
Genoese warship commanded by Captain Domingos Castellini and six ships of Barbary
pirates. Every sailor and passenger as well as the 30 Swiss Grenadiers aboard the Genovese ship were given weapons, and somehow managed to fight off Moors armed with
falchions who were attempting to board the ship or to blow up the powder magazine.
According to the ship’s chaplain, the Moors suffered 1,200 dead and many wounded,
while the Genoese lost 16 dead, with 30 wounded.
❊ Coimbra Miscelâneas 487. Not located in Innocêncio. OCLC: 57973365 (Newberry
Library). Porbase lists a single copy in the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Not located
in Jisc. Not located in ICCU (online Italian Union Catalogue). Not located in Catnyp,
Hollis, Orbis or Melvyl.

Presentation Copy for a Prince

*24. CUSANI, Francesco. Don Duarte di Braganza prigioniero nel Castello
di Milano. Episodio storico del secolo XVII. Milan: Coi tipi della Perseveranza, 1871. 8°, original yellow printed boards (spine faded; slight wear
at some extremities). Very good to fine condition. Inscribed on verso of
front free endleaf “A // S.A.R. // D. Augusto // Infante di Portogallo
// con // profondo ossequio offre // L’autore”. Old purple stamp
with monogram beneath ducal coronet of the library of the Dukes of
Palmela on title page. 125 pp., (1 blank l.).		 $500.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION
Provenance: The Infante D. Augusto, i.e. D. Augusto Maria Miguel Gabriel Rafael
Agrícola Francisco de Assis Gonzaga Pedro de Alcântara Loiola of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha
and Braganza (1847-1889), was the fifth son of Queen Maria II of Portugal and her King
consort Ferdinand II. Augusto was created Duke of Coimbra and had the additional title
Duke of Saxony through his father. In late 1861 three of his brothers the king Pedro V,
Infante D. João, Duke of Beja and Infante D. Fernando all fell ill and died. Despite falling
ill himself he survived and became heir presumptive to his brother the new king, D. Luis
I on 27 December 1861 following the death of his brother D. João. He remained heir until
28 September 1863 and the birth of Infante D. Carlos the son of king Luis. D. Augusto
went on to have a career in the Portuguese Army and would become general of a division. He died in Lisbon unmarried and without issue in 1889, and is buried at the royal
pantheon in the Monastery of São Vicente de Fora, Lisbon. The extensive library of the
Dukes of Palmela, formed mainly in the nineteenth century, was dispersed, for the most
part, during the second quarter of the twentieth century through the 1960s. The first to
hold the title was D. Pedro de Sousa Holstein (1781-1850), a Portuguese diplomat who
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served as prime minister at various times in the 1830s and 1840s. He wrote profusely on
politics and economics. (See Grande enciclopédia XX, 123-8.)
❊ Not located in NUC. Porbase locates a single copy, in the Biblioteca Nacional de
Portugal. OCLC: 558237115 (British Library, British Library Reference Collection, University
of Illinois); 868504263 (Universita Roma); 959074194 (Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian);
1123888577 (Biblioteca Nacional de España, CSIC [Spanish National Research Council]).
Jisc locates a single copy in the British Library.

*25. DIAS, Pedro. A importação de esculturas de Itália nos séculos XV e
XVI. 2ª edição, revista e aumentada. Coimbra: Livraria Minerva, 1987. 4°,
publisher’s illustrated boards. As new. 136 pp., (1 l.), profusely illustrated, some in color. ISBN: none.		
$85.00

26. DUGGAN, Mary Kay. Italian Music Incunabula: Printers and Type.
Berkeley: Afinsa, 1992. Folio (28.7 x 22.3 cm.), publisher’s cloth with
dust jacket. As new. xi pp., (1 l.), 323 pp., 3 maps, profusely illustrated
with over 500 facsimiles of printing types. ISBN: 0-520-05785-6.		
		$175.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION. An important work tracing the history of music and
liturgical printing in fifteenth-century Italy, focusing on the methods and types employed.
With an exhaustive illustrated catalogue of fifteenth-century Italian music types and a
descriptive bibliography of over 200 Italian music incunabula.

Illustrated Drama about a Son of the King of Egypt, at the Time of Solomon

27. [ERCOLANI, Giuseppe Maria]. La Sulamitide. Boschereccia sagra
di Neralco pastore arcade. Rome: Antonio de’ Rossi, 1739. 4°, contemporary stiff vellum (stained, hole in vellum of lower cover), red leather
spine lettering piece, gilt (slightly defective). Engraved initials and
vignettes. Some soiling. Overall in good to very good condition.
Signature at foot of title page scored. 140 pp., with 5 engraved plates
(one of them paginated).		 $350.00
Third edition of this 5-act play, with an attractive full-page engraving facing the
beginning of each act, and extensive notes at the end: “Allegoria ed esposizione della
Cantica sopra l’Assunzione al cielo di Maria” (p. 101-40). NUC lists earlier editions of
Rome 1732 at MH, MnU, CU, PU; Rome 1733 at NN.
Giuseppe Maria Ercolani (1672-1759) was a lawyer, architect, and poet who also
pursued geography, theology, and mathematics: Sulamitide is a play about a son of the
king of Egypt at the time of Solomon; it is followed by an allegory on the Assumption
of the B.V.M.
❊ Not in Brunet (cf. IV, 40) or Praz. NUC: ICU, MH.
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28. ESSLING, Andre Prosper Massena, Prince d’. Les livres à figures
vénitiens de la fin du XVe siècle et du commencement du XVIe. 3 parts in
6 volumes. Mansfield Center, Connecticut: Maurizio Martino, 1994.
Folio (31 x 23.3 cm.), publisher’s red cloth. As new. (2 ll.), 504 pp., (8
ll. tables, 23 ll. plates); (2 ll.), 257-500 pp., (10 ll. tables); 256 pp., (6
ll. plates); 344 pp.; (2 ll.), 345-680 pp.; 372 pp., (1 l.), 10 pp. Profusely
illustrated. ISBN: none.
3 parts in 6 volumes. $600.00
Facsimile reprint, limited to 350 copies. Originally published in an edition of 300
copies, Florence & Paris, 1907-14. An outstanding and indispensable reference work
on Italian Renaissance art, this bibliography provides exhaustive descriptions of 2,585
Venetian imprints illustrated with woodcuts and published 1469-1525. Included are full
collations, descriptions of the woodcut illustrations (over 2,000 of which are reproduced
actual size), lengthy annotations, locations of known copies, and a valuable essay on the
history of Italian book illustration. Appendices include reproductions of printers’ marks,
indexes of printers, engravers, names, titles, and illustrations, and a chronological index
of publications described. The final volume also includes the scarce Supplément au … les
missels imprimés à Venise de 1481 à 1600 (1915).

❊ Breslauer and Folter 144.

29. FLETCHER, Harry George (III). New Aldine Studies. Documentary
Essays on the Life and Work of Aldus Manutius. San Francisco: Bernard
M. Rosenthal, 1988. Large 8°, publisher’s cloth, gilt. As new. xiii, 206
pp., with genealogical tree, 2 maps and about 45 illustrations in text.
ISBN: 0-9600094-1-8.		 $120.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. One of 600 copies. Described by Nicholas Barker in The
Book Collector (Spring 1990) as “an indispensable manual to the study of the Aldine Press.”

St. Rita of Cascia Averts an Earthquake in Italy

30. FONCECA, Roberto da, translator. Relaçam verdadeira de dous milagres,
que na Cidade de Cassia, e Mon-real em Italia obrou Deos pela intercessaõ de
Bemaventurada Sta. Rita de Cassia, e do beato Andre de Mon-real filhos do
principe dos patriarcas o grande P. Sto. Agostinho. A 12 de Mayo deste anno
de 1730. Tradusido fielmente no nosso Idioma por Roberto da Fonceca. Lisbon:
Na Officina de Pedro Ferreira, 1730. 4°, later wrappers, stitched. Caption title. Some browning. In good condition. (2 ll.)		 $300.00

First Edition in Portuguese of this account of miraculous events in 1730. On May 12
an earthquake hit Rome and then Norcia, where 400 people fell into a chasm. At nearby
Cascia, the body of St. Rita (d. 1457) rose from her tomb and hovered over the city for
five hours, and the earthquake did no damage. Mentioned almost in passing is that fact
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that in 1691 the Blessed Andrea de Monreal, an Augustinian who had lived a few miles
away, lifted his right arm from his tomb and averted an earthquake from his town.
St. Rita is patron saint of the impossible, of abused women, and most recently (some
say) of baseball. According to popular legend, St. Rita’s body remained uncorrupted for
several centuries.
The account seems to have been translated almost literally from a poem in honor of
St. Rita’s miraculous action. Although it is laid out in verses, it has no meter and no rhyme.
❊ Coimbra, Miscelâneas 7341. Not in Innocêncio or Fonseca. Not in Gonçalves
Rodrigues, A tradução em Portugal. Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates two copies,
both in the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Not located in Jisc.

Early Portuguese Romantic Poem Involving the History of Painting, Followed by an Essay on the History of Painting—With the Final “Advertencia” Leaf Absent in Most Copies
Includes Discussion on Painting in Rome, Florence, Bologna and Venice

31. GARRETT, João Baptista da Silva Leitão de Almeida, 1º Visconde
de Almeida Garrett. O retrato de Venus, poema. Coimbra: Na Imprensa da
Universidade, 1821. 12°, mid-twentieth-century half calf over marbled
boards, spine gilt with raised bands in five compartments, crimson
leather lettering and numbering pieces in second compartment from
head and at foot of spine, gilt letter and numbers, decorated endleaves,
top edges gilt, other edges uncut, red silk ribbon place marker. Small
ink stain in outer margin of title page. Fresh, and in very good to fine
condition. Old ink manuscript marginal notes on pp. 11, 12, 15 and 16
of the first canto. 156 pp., (1 l. Advertencia).		$450.00
FIRST EDITION of this significant early work by this great romantic adherent to
the liberal cause, with the “Advertencia” leaf at the end, usually not present. Circulating
in manuscript, the Retrato caused a heated controversy over the supposed immorality,
atheism, and impiety of the seventeen-year-old Almeida Garrett. He was taken to court
but emerged triumphant in 1822. Meanwhile, the work had been published in this edition
of Coimbra, 1821. Soon after the 1823 counter-revolution, the patriarch of Lisbon issued
a pastoral letter forbidding anyone from reading the poem on pain of excommunication.
A second edition appeared in Rio de Janeiro, 1861.
This poem is an esthetic education rather than an erotic exposition: Almeida Garrett
mentions dozens of painters, among them Guercino, Raphael, Zeuxis, Appelles, Caravaggio, Correggio, Van Eyck, and the Bellinis. (Who would have thought so many of their
names would scan?) Each of the four cantos is followed by a section of notes. After the
fourth canto comes “Ensaio sobre a história da pintura” (pp. 95-156) because, explains
Almeida Garrett, the Retrato is most incomprehensible without some grasp of the history
of painting, and he believed there was no history of painting in Portuguese. (He was not
quite correct: Prunetti’s Regras da arte da pintura appeared in Lisbon, 1815 with an appendix
by Taborda that was the first compendium of Portuguese painters.) A short section on
the Greeks and Romans is followed by chapters on painting in Rome, Florence, Bologna,
Venice, Flanders, France, and England, from the fifteenth to eighteenth centuries. At p.
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139 Almeida Garrett begins discussing Portuguese painting from the eleventh century
to the early nineteenth, giving a brief evaluation of the work of important painters.
In the “Advertencia,” Almeida Garrett states that he seldoms makes apologies for
his work, but that he has reread this piece and has found “infindos defeitos, que me
tinhão escapado; sendo-me impossivel emenda-los.” He acknowledges the corrections
made by “Excellentissimo Senhor S. Luiz”—probably Cardeal Francisco de São Luis
Saraiva, who is credited in the manuscript copy at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal
with having made corrections.
The Visconde de Almeida Garrett (1799-1854) was a man of great talent and farreaching interests: “As journalist, founder and editor of several short-lived newspapers,
as a stylist and master of prose, his country’s chief lyric poet in the first half of the
nineteenth century … and greatest dramatist since the sixteenth; as politician and one
of the most eloquent of all Portugal’s orators, an enthusiastic if unscientific folklorist, a
novelist, critic, diplomatist, soldier, jurist and judge, Almeida Garrett played many parts
and with success” (Bell, Portuguese Literature pp. 288-89).
❊ Innocêncio III, 309-13. Pinto de Mattos (1969) p. 322. Palha 911. Ameal 75. AzevedoSamodães 104. See Saraiva & Lopes, p. 750. OCLC: 11876607 (University of Arizona,
University of California-Berkeley, University of California-Los Angeles, University of
Southern California, Boston University, Harvard University-Houghton Library, Washington University, University of Wisconsin-Madison, University of Manchester, University
of Oxford); 504307586 (British Library). Porbase locates four copies at the Biblioteca
Nacional de Portugal plus one at the Universidade de Coimbra; it also lists Almeida
Garrett’s autograph manuscript, at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Jisc locates copies
at the British Library, Manchester University, and Oxford University.

Early Portuguese Romantic Poem Involving the History of Painting
Followed by an Essay on the History of Painting
Includes Discussion on Painting in Rome, Florence, Bologna and Venice

*32. GARRETT, João Baptista da Silva Leitão de Almeida, 1º Visconde
de Almeida Garrett. O retrato de Venus, poema. Coimbra: Na Imprensa
da Universidade, 1821. 12°, contemporary sheep (very slight wear at
extremities), covers and smooth spine richly gilt, gilt letter, marbled
endleaves, text block edges tinted yellow, red silk ribbon place marker.
Slight toning, but in fine condition. 156 pp. An “Advertencia” leaf,
present in some copies, is absent here, as usual.		 $450.00
FIRST EDITION of this significant early work by this great romantic adherent to the
liberal cause. Circulating in manuscript, the Retrato caused a heated controversy over the
supposed immorality, atheism, and impiety of the seventeen-year-old Almeida Garrett.
He was taken to court but emerged triumphant in 1822. Meanwhile, the work had been
published in this edition of Coimbra, 1821. Soon after the 1823 counter-revolution, the
patriarch of Lisbon issued a pastoral letter forbidding anyone from reading the poem on
pain of excommunication. A second edition appeared in Rio de Janeiro, 1861.
This poem is an esthetic education rather than an erotic exposition: Almeida Garrett
mentions dozens of painters, among them Guercino, Raphael, Zeuxis, Appelles, Caravaggio, Correggio, Van Eyck, and the Bellinis. Each of the four cantos is followed by a
section of notes. After the fourth canto comes “Ensaio sobre a história da pintura” (pp.
95-156) because, explains Almeida Garrett, the Retrato is most incomprehensible without
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some grasp of the history of painting, and he believed there was no history of painting
in Portuguese. (He was not quite correct: Prunetti’s Regras da arte da pintura appeared in
Lisbon, 1815 with an appendix by Taborda that was the first compendium of Portuguese
painters.) A short section on the Greeks and Romans is followed by chapters on painting
in Rome, Florence, Bologna, Venice, Flanders, France, and England, from the fifteenth to
eighteenth centuries. At p. 139 Almeida Garrett begins discussing Portuguese painting
from the eleventh century to the early nineteenth, giving a brief evaluation of the work
of important painters.
In the two-page “Advertencia” (missing in this copy), Almeida Garrett stated that
he had found some flaws in this work, but was unable to correct them before publication.
The Visconde de Almeida Garrett (1799-1854) was a man of great talent and farreaching interests: “As journalist, founder and editor of several short-lived newspapers,
as a stylist and master of prose, his country’s chief lyric poet in the first half of the
nineteenth century … and greatest dramatist since the sixteenth; as politician and one
of the most eloquent of all Portugal’s orators, an enthusiastic if unscientific folklorist, a
novelist, critic, diplomatist, soldier, jurist and judge, Almeida Garrett played many parts
and with success” (Bell, Portuguese Literature pp. 288-89).
❊ Innocêncio III, 309-13. Pinto de Mattos (1969) p. 322. Palha 911. Ameal 75. AzevedoSamodães 104. See Saraiva & Lopes, p. 750. See Ofélia Paiva Monteiro in Biblos II, 779-98,
and in Machado, ed., Dicionário de literatura portuguesa, pp. 212-9; Dicionário cronológico de
autores portugueses, I, 633-5; Saraiva and Lopes, História da literatura portuguesa (16th ed.), pp.
705-35 and throughout. OCLC: 11876607 (University of Arizona, University of CaliforniaBerkeley, University of California-Los Angeles, University of Southern California, Boston
University, Harvard University-Houghton Library, Washington University, University of
Wisconsin-Madison, University of Manchester, University of Oxford); 504307586 (British
Library). Porbase locates four copies at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal plus one at
the Universidade de Coimbra; it also lists Almeida Garrett’s autograph manuscript, at
the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Jisc locates copies at British Library, Manchester
University, and Oxford University.

Bound with History of Rome

*33. GARRIDO, Luiz [Guedes Coutinho]. O Visconde de Paiva Manso. 3
works in 1 volume. Lisbon: Typographia da Academia Real das Sciencias, 1877. 8°, presentation binding in full green morocco (spine faded;
some very slight wear), spine gilt with raised bands in five compartments, gilt letter, covers gilt, inner dentelles gilt, decorated endleaves,
all edges gilt. In fine condition. Front cover reads “31 de Maio // 1895
// a // João Baptista de Lima Junior // off. // Maria Urbana Ayres
Garrido”. Back cover has “31 de Maio” repeated four times in corners,
and “Homenagem // ao Amigo” at center. 24 pp.			
3 works in 1 volume. $800.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this eulogy delivered at a session of the Associação
dos Advogados de Lisbon, 24 October 1877. The author was successor to Paiva Manso in
editing the Portugaliae monumenta historica. Born in Figueira da Foz, 1841, he died in 1882.
❊ Innocêncio XVI, 35 (without collation).

BOUND WITH:
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GARRIDO, Luiz [Guedes Countinho]. Do adulterio do marido. Lisbon:
Typ. de Christovão Augusto Rodrigues, 1877. 8°, 32 pp.
Delivered before the Associação dos Advogados de Lisboa, 17 January 1877.
❊ Innocêncio XVI, 35 (without collation).

AND BOUND WITH:

GARRIDO, Luiz [Guedes Countinho]. L’histoire Romaine au septième
siècle. Lisbon: Imprimerie de l’Académie, 1881. 8°, 273 pp.
❊ Not in Innocêncio.

History of Genoa at the Height of Its Maritime & Commercial Power
With References to Christopher Columbus

34. GIUSTINIANO, Agostino. Castigatissimi annali con la loro copiosa
tavola della Eccelsa & Illustrissima Republi. di Genoa, da fideli & approvati
Scritori … accuratamente racolti …. Genoa: [colophon] con diligencia, &
opera del nobile Laurentio Lomellino ... per Antonio Bellono Taurinense,
1537. Folio (31.5 x 21.5 cm.), contemporary vellum over boards, with
old manuscript in 2 columns facing boards; spine with raised bands in
four compartments, early ink manuscript title vertically in second and
third compartments (defective at head and foot and on bands; some
worming on spine; joints going); stubs of leather ties. Title page in red
and black, woodcuts on title (angels supporting the arms of Genoa)
and on verso (St. George killing the dragon). Light foxing on title page;
very slight worming in margin of first 4 leaves; faint dampstains at
end. Internally very good. Overall in good to very good condition.
Signature “Fletcher” in upper blank margin of title page. A few other
contemporary and early inscriptions. (14), 282 ll.		 $4,500.00
FIRST EDITION. A history of Genoa through the period of its major importance as
a Mediterranean maritime power and commercial center. The author edited a polyglot
Psalter (see Harrisse, Bibliotheca Americana Vetustissima 88 bis). On leaf ccxlix appears “an
interesting account of Columbus, and a mention of the bequest supposed to have been
made by the Admiral ‘all’ufficio di S. Georgio la decima parte,’ of what he owned, for
the erection of an hospital, we believe. The passage is sometimes cited to impart an air of
authenticity to the codicil, made according to military usage, and written on a blank leaf
of a breviary, said to have been presented to Columbus by Alexander VI ... “ (Harrisse).
Provenance: “Fletcher” is Andrew Fletcher of Saltoun (1655-1716), Scottish writer,
politician and bibliophile.
❊ Alden & Landis 537/11. JFB (1994) G129. Harrisse, Bibliotheca americana vetustissima 220. Willems, Bibliotheca Fletcheriana: or, the extraordinary library of Andrew Fletcher of
Saltoun (Wassenaar, privately printed, 1999), p. 95. KVK (51 databases searched) locates
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copies at the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Bibliothek Münstergasse—Universität Bern,
Die Österreichischen Landesbibliotheken, Herzog-August-Bibliothek—Wolfenbüttel,
Göttingen—Niedersächsische Staats-und Universitätsbibliothek, Hauptbibliothek- Universitätsbibliothek Wien, Stuttgart- Württembergische Landesbibliothek, Det Kongelige
Bibliotek- Denmark, Bibliothèque nationale de France, National Library of Australia
[microform], and copies cited in the Catalogo del Servizio Bibliotecario Nazionale.

35. GODWIN, Thomas. Romanae historiae anthologia recognita et aucta.
An English Exposition of the Roman Antiquities, Wherein Many Roman &
English Offices Are Parallel’d, and Divers Obscure Phrases Explained. For
the Use of Abingdon School. Newly Revised and inlarged by the Author.
London: Printed for Henry Cripps of Oxford, 1658. 4°, contemporary
blind-tooled calf (most of spine defective, very worn). Title page within
a border of typographical vignettes. Faint dampstain at top throughout;
some worming to inner margin, never affecting text. Internally in good
condition; overall in somewhat less than good condition. (4 ll.), 277 pp.,
(23 pp. index).		 $300.00
The work first appeared in 1614, and went through numerous editions.

❊ ESTC R34447. Wing G998. Madan III, 2387. NUC: DLC, IaU, TNJ, CtY, MnU,
CSmH. The ESTC cites 11 copies in 10 British institutions, and 6 copies in North American libraries: Folger, LSU, UCLA, University of Chicago, University of Toronto, and the
Beinecke Library.

Includes a Map of the Bridge of Esseck (Osijek, Croatia)
Under Attack by the Imperial Army
War Events in Venicce

36. [GREAT TURKISH WAR]. Vigessima relaçam historica, pertencente ao
estado, successos, & progressos da Liga Sagrada contra Turcos: publicada nesta
Corte de Lisboa a 12. de Ianeiro, do anno de 1687 .... Lisbon: Na Officina de
Miguel Deslandes, 1687. 4°, disbound, in folding marbled cardboard case
with calf label. Woodcut vignette of floral basket on title page. Woodcut
initial. In good to very good condition. 12 pp., 1 folding engraved map
(30 x 38.5 cm.) signed “Duarte fecit.”		 $900.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this compendium of reports regarding the latest news
from the front lines of the war with the Ottoman Empire, as well as events in Venice,
Greece, and Dalmatia.
The Imperial army was facing the Turks at the border of modern Croatia and Hungary;
among the events mentioned are the withdrawal of the Polish army to its headquarters,
the loss of the fortresses of Sicklosch and Darda, and the attack on the Bridge of Esseck
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(Osijek) by the Imperial Army. The map depicts the bridge, the fortresses guarding
either end, and the surrounding area, including two branches of the Darva River. The
8-kilometer-long wooden bridge at Osijek, built by Suleiman the Magnificent in 1566,
was considered one of the wonders of the world. Osijek, in modern Croatia near the
Hungarian border, became a Habsburg dominion on 29 September 1687, soon after the
Imperial army decisively defeated the Turks at the Battle of Mohács (12 August 1687).
Two commanders of the Imperial Army are mentioned: Charles, Duke of Lorraine, and
Louis of Baden-Baden, Elector of Bavaria and Margrave.
We suspect that this account was compiled slightly before the Battle of Mohacs,
a crushing defeat for the Ottoman Empire. Although the locations mentioned are near
Mohacs, and the bridge at Osijek played an important role in the battle, the descriptions
seem to be of several skirmishes rather than a single battle. Also, a rumor is reported that
Sultan Mehmed IV had been garrotted, and his younger brother Suleiman II had succeeded him. Suleiman did ascend to the throne in 1687, but Mehmed was not murdered,
merely imprisoned. The Battle of Mohács occurred soon after Suleiman’s ascension.
Aside from events that occurred around Osijek and Darda, the account mentions
Cossacks, emissaries from Muscovy, and the Crimean Tartars. From Venice comes news
of victories in the Morea (Peloponnese Peninsula) and fireworks planned in the Castello
neighborhood to celebrate a change of rule in Naples.
❊ Arouca R327. Coimbra, Miscelâneas 7200. Palha 4088. Not in Innocêncio, who
lists numerous other relações on the activities of the Liga Sagrada (cf. XVIII, 242-3). Not
located in Xavier da Cunha, Impressões Deslandesianas. On the engraver, see Soares, História
da gravura artística em Portugal I, 243-4; this work is not mentioned. NUC: MH. OCLC:
62503783 (Houghton Library); 80290219 (Houghton Library); 164847390 (Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek); 78959228 (location not cited). Porbase locates a single copy, at the
Biblioteca Central da Marinha. Not located in Jisc.

One of the Most Famous Plays of the Sixteenth Century

*37. GUARINI, [Giovanni] Battista. Il pastor fido, tragicomedia pastorale.
Venice: Press. Gio. Battista Bonfadino, 1590. 4° (19.2 x 14.5 cm.), old limp
vellum (lacks ties, soiled), horizontal manuscript title on spine, fore-edge
cover extensions, text-block edges sprinkled red. Large woodcut printer’s
device on title page. Woodcut initials, several rather large. Typographical
and woodcut headpieces, woodcut tailpieces and vignettes. Title page
with some soiling and light to middling dampstains. Old ink signature
of Francisco Leitão Ferreira on title page. Occasional light dampstains,
mostly in some outer margins. Final leaf repaired with bottom fifth of
recto missing, causing loss of last two lines of text. In good condition.
First line of leaf M3 recto corrected in ink in a contemporary hand. [138
ll.], signed A4, a2, B-Z4, Aa-Ll4.		$800.00
FIRST EDITION? The same year saw the appearance of a Ferrara edition, in 12º.
Guarini’s Il pastor fido, a pastoral tragicomedy set in Arcadia, is one of the most
famous plays of the sixteenth century. Written in honor of the nuptials of the Duke of
Savoy and Catherine of Austria in 1585, it was first published in Venice, 1590, and revised
by the author through 20 editions, the latest to be revised in the author’s lifetime being
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that of Venice, 1602. Il pastor fido inspired many composers of madrigals (including
Claudio Monteverdi, Giaches de Wert, and Heinrich Schütz) as well as Handel’s opera
of the same name, first performed in 1712.
Provenance: Francisco Leitão Ferreira (Lisbon, 1667-Lisbon, 1735? or 1755?), Portuguese poet and historian, was a secular priest, prior of the Loreto church, and member
of the Academia Real de História. He belonged to various literary societies of the time,
and contributed to the Fénix renascida, Eva e Ave, and the Memórias historicas e panegíricas
of Frei Manuel de Sá, in addition to several works which appeared independently under
his own name. See Dicionário cronológico de autores portugueses, I, 467-8.
❊ Brunet II, 1774: “Edition rare et regardée comme la première de cette Pastorale”.
Chiesa. Teatro italiano del Cinquecento, 122. Choix XIII, 21504. Gay III, 665: “Première édition rare”. Graesse III, 167. Adams G1430. British Library, Pre-1601 Italian STC, p. 317.
KVK (51 databases searched) locates copies at the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek Münschen,
Universitätsbibliothek der Freien Universität Berlin, Hauptbibliothek- Universitätsbibliothek Basel, Bibliothek Münstergasse—Universitätsbibliothek Bern, Université de Genève,
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin Preußischer Kulturbesitz (war loss, not possible to consult this
copy), Universitätsbibliothek Tübingen, Wolfenbüttel, Herzog-August-Bibliothek, Göttigen, Universitätsbibliothek Kiel, Wiemar—Herzogin Anna Amalia Bibliothek, Hamburg
Staats-und Universitätsbibliothek.

Includes Poem “Italia”

38. JUNQUEIRO, [Abílio Manuel], Guerra. Victoria da França. 4 de
Setembro de 1870. Porto & Braga: Livraria Internacional de Ernesto
Chardron, 1870. 8°, original printed wrappers (front cover detached,
with some chipping and foxing. Scattered light foxing. Aside from the
detached cover, in good condition. Bookplate of José Bernardo Pereira
Martins. Red stamp of José Pinto Fernandes on half-title. 20 pp.		
		$75.00
FIRST EDITION; a second appeared in Porto, 1905, a third in Porto, 1911, and a fourth
in Porto, 1916. This pamphlet contains three of Guerra Junqueiro’s earliest poems, written
when he was 20: “Victoria da França” (a poem on the Franco-Prussian War dedicated to
Victor Hugo), “Italia” and “Hespanha.”
Bell (writing ca. 1921) described Guerra Junqueiro as “the greatest of Portugal’s
living poets” (Portuguese Literature p. 331). Guerra Junqueiro (1850-1923), born at Freixo
de Espada-à-Cinta, studied law at Coimbra and spent some time as a government official
before retiring to write. Critics and public alike favored his poetry, especially his satirical
poetry, and it appeared in nearly all the major Portuguese magazines as well as some
Brazilian ones; it was also translated into Spanish, English, French, Italian and German.
❊ Innocêncio XXII, 504. For the author, see António Ferreira de Brito in Machado,
ed., Dicionário de literatura portuguesa, pp. 253-4; II, Maria Isabel Rocheta in Biblos, II,
1302-5; and Dicionário cronológico de autores portugueses, II, 331-4 Not located in NUC.
OCLC: 959063919 (Biblioteca de Arte Calouste Gulbenkian); several copies of the second
edition and one of the third. Porbase locates four copies: two in the Biblioteca Nacional
de Portugal, and one each in the Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian Biblioteca Geral de Arte
and Faculdade de Letras da Universidade do Porto. No edition located in Jisc.
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Sonnets by a Native of Moçambique Published in Venice

39. LACERDA, [Carlos] Alberto [Portugal Correia] de. Sonetos. Venice:
Centro Internazionale della Grafica di Venezia for the Author, 1991.
Large 8°, original wrappers with caligraphy by Vieira da Silva on front
cover. As new. (1 blank l., 2 ll.), 147 pp., (1 blank l.). ISBN: none.		
		$60.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Consists of 147 sonnets.
[Carlos] Alberto [Portugal Correia] de Lacerda was considered one of the best
poets of his generation by critics such as João Gaspar Simões, Adolfo Casais Monteiro
and Jorge de Sena, He was born on the Island of Moçambique, 1928, and lived in Lisbon,
London and later in the United States, where he lectured at Boston University. He died
in London, 2007.
❊ See Paulo Costa in Machado, ed., Dicionário de literatura portuguesa, pp. 257-8;
Fernando J.B. Martinho in Biblos, II, 1324-6; Dicionário cronológico de autores portugueses,
V, 29. See also Amorim Luís Sousa, The Sea That Lies Beyond My Rocks: Alberto de Lacerda
in London and the U.S., and the same author’s Às sete no sá Tortuga: um retrato de Alberto
de Lacerda. OCLC: 669164361 (Boston University). Porbase locates two copies, both in the
Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Jisc cites a single copy, at the University of Manchester.
Not located in Hollis or Orbis.

Ancient Welfare Program

40. LAMA, Pietro de. Tavola alimentaria Velejate detta Trajana restituita
alla sua vera lezione …. Parma: Stamperia Carmignani, 1819. Folio,
contemporary red quarter morocco, somewhat worn at extremities.
Very fine. vii, (1), 189, (3) pp.; 109-128 [transcription of the tablets] are
foliated rather than paginated.		 $2,000.00

FIRST EDITION. Study of an inscription dated A.D. 109, containing the record of
loans made in the area of Veleia (northern Italy, near Parma) under the “alimentary institutions” established by Trajan. In this system the imperial treasury lent money to farm
owners, and the interest on the loans was paid into a municipal fund that was then used
for the support of poor children in the area. The study contains a physical description of
the bronze tablet, a discussion of earlier works about it and the author’s own opinion, a
list of abbreviations used in the inscription and a full transcription.
The volume was printed in Parma soon after the death of Giambattista Bodoni (on
whom see Updike, Printing Types II, 163-76). The type of printing, the high-quality paper
and the layout all show his influence; Stamperia Carmignani may also have been using
some of Bodoni’s type.
Laid into this copy is an autograph letter from the author in French, dated 6 March
1821 and addressed to “Excellence,” i.e. the Morgado de Mateus, D. José Maria de Sousa
Botelho, a diplomat famous for his 1817 edition of the Lusiadas of Camões. In the letter
Lama explains the delay in publication of the Tavola alimentaria and presents a copy of
it to the Morgado de Mateus.
❊ On the inscription see N. Lewis and M. Reinhold, eds., Roman Civilization Sourcebook
II: The Empire no. 89 and cf. Corpus inscriptionum latinarum XI, 1147. NUC: ICU, ICN, IU.
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Medicinal Drugs and Their Proper Uses, 1799

41. MARABELLI, Francesco. Francisci Marabelli Ticinensis … Apparatus
medicaminum, nosocomiis, ac generatim curationi aegrotorum pauperum
maxime accommodus .... Venice: N.pr., 1799. Large 8°, contemporary
half calf, smooth spine gilt (chafed; some other minor binding wear).
Occasional light stains, a few small marginal tears. In very good
condition. 336 pp.		 $200.00
Third edition of this materia medica, which discusses medicinal drugs and their
proper uses. The first edition was printed at Brescia in 1797-98, and a second edition
was printed there the same year. Appendices contain recipes for various remedies and
preparations, a listing of recommended reference works, and a glossary of herbs, spices
and medicinal plants. The glossary refers to works in which a fuller description of each
plant’s properties may be found. Marabelli (1761-1846) was a pupil of Johan Peter Frank
and apothecary at the hospital at Pavia.
❊ National Library of Medicine, Eighteenth-Century STC, p. 286. Wellcome Catalogue
IV, 48. NUC: DNLM. OCLC: 11258868 (University of Chicago, University of WisconsinMadison, Wellcome Library); 797571097 (Biblioteca Comunale di Trento, Cappuccini);
875160296 (without location). Jisc locates a copy at Wellcome Library.

A Dialogue on the Pointns of Contention in Italy

42. MARGNE, — [pseudonym of Salvador José Mañer]. Systema
politico da Europa, dialogo entre hum francez, e hum alemam, sobre as disposiçoens, e interesses dos principes na presente guerra, por Monsieur Margne, traduzida da lingua hespanhola na Portugueza por Luiz Joseph Correa.
Lisboa Occidental: Na Officina de Joseph Antonio da Sylva, 1734. 4°,
disbound. Woodcut vignette on title page, large woodcut vignette on
p. 54, woodcut headpiece and initial. Title page soiled, some scattered
light soiling and stains. In good condition. 54 pp.		 $200.00
First and only edition in Portuguese. The work was originally published Spanish,
Madrid, 1734 and, according to Palau, was reprinted in 1737 and 1740. It discusses in
depth the situation in Poland, mentions the Ukraine, discusses various points of contention in Italy, the Balkans, including the status of Belgrade, and Switzerland. Turkish
and even Persian influences are mentioned in connection with the situation in Poland,
Russia and the Ukraine, and Turkey of course comes into play in the Balkans. Conflicts
in Catalonia are also mentioned. A continuation, entitled El arbitro suizo entre el francés y
el alemán, also appeared Madrid, 1734.
Salvador José Mañer (1676-1751) was born in Cádiz and spent some years as a
merchant in Caracas before returning to Spain. He then pursued a career as a journalist
and author, writing under various pseudonyms.

❊ Innocêncio I, 116: noting that the translator was actually Antonio Corrêa de Lemos,
father of Luiz Joseph Correa. Palau 151541. Gonçalves Rodrigues, A tradução em Portugal
626. Cf. Aguilar Piñal V, 2677: the Madrid, 1734 edition, and noting that Margne is a
pseudonym of Salvador José Mañer. NUC: DLC; also the Madrid, 1734 edition at NNC
and MiU. OCLC: 62750828 (Library of Congress, Newberry Library). Porbase locates
two copies, both in the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Not located in Jisc. Not located
in Hollis. Not located in Orbis.
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Luring Naples Back to the Austrian Fold (Except Jews, Who Are Exiled)

43. MARIA THERESA of Austria, Queen of Hungary (1740-1780),
Empress Consort of the Holy Roman Empire (1745-1765). [José Freire
de Monterroyo, Mascarenhas, translator]. Edicto, proclamaçam, e manifesto, que a Serenissima Rainha de Hungria, e Bohemia mandou fazer no Reino
das Duas Sicilias, traduzido la lingua Italiana na Portugueza por J.F.M.M.
Lisbon: Na Officina de Luiz Jozé Correa Lemos, 1744. 4°, disbound.
Large woodcut vignette on title page. Some stains and soiling. Small
scorchmark in last 3 leaves, with loss of 2 letters on p. 11. Overall in
good condition. 12 pp.		 $200.00

First and Only Edition in Portuguese. Maria Theresa of Austria (1717-1780) here
offers inducements to the residents of Naples if the country will return its allegiance to
Austria: the return of ancient civil and ecclesiastical rights and privileges plus the revocation of many taxes. She also negates all the edicts regarding Jews that were conceded
by the “insaciavel avareza” of the Spaniards, ordering that within two months all Jews
must leave Naples, that their goods will be confiscated and that they will be killed if
they return (pp. 10-11).
The Kingdom of Naples had been given to Emperor Charles VI (Maria Theresa’s
father) by the Treaty of Rastatt in 1714, but had been conquered by the Spaniards in
1734, during the War of the Polish Succession. Charles, younger son of King Philip V and
future Charles III of Spain, was installed as king in 1735. During the War of the Austrian
Succession (1740-1748), a combined force of Spaniards and Neapolitans had marched
against Milan, but the appearance of the British fleet at Naples in 1742 (mentioned here)
caused the Neapolitans to return home.
The translator, José Freire de Monterroyo Mascarenhas (1670-1760?), a native of
Lisbon, began his studies in Portugal and extended them for 10 years, beginning in 1693,
by traveling throughout Europe to study its politics and languages. Back in Portugal,
he served from 1704 to 1710 as a cavalry captain in the War of the Spanish Succession.
When the war ended he began to publish the Gazeta de Lisboa, of which he remained
editor for more than 40 years. He also published numerous pamphlets such as this one,
on current events.
❊ Innocêncio IV, 351. Gonçalves Rodrigues, A tradução em Portugal 765. Coimbra,
Miscelâneas 673, 780. On the translator see also Pinto de Matos (1970) p. 313. OCLC:
63191455 (Newberry Library, Houghton Library, British Library); 214281365 (Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek). Porbase locates a single copy at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal.
Jisc repeats the copy at the British Library only.
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With Author’s Signed and Dated Presentation Inscription

*44. [MARTINS, José Vitorino de Pina]. Duarte de Montalegre, pseudonym. Fiume di notte. Florence [i.e., Coimbra]: Tip. da Atlântida, 1950. 8°,
original printed wrappers. Uncut and unopened. In very good condition
overall. Author’s signed and dated five-line presentation inscription
on initial leaf recto: “Ao bom amigo // Sr. Alfredo Saraiva Faria [?] //
Com um grande abraço // de // D. Montalegre // Roma, 25/I/50”.
Ticket of Livraria Manuel Ferreira, Porto, in upper outer corner of front
cover verso. Postmark on front cover (“CTT 20 Fev 50”). 15 pp.		
		$80.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION of these verses in Italian, written under a pseudonym
by a Pina Martins (Penalva de Alva, 1920-Lisbon, 2010), who was for many years a leading figure in Portuguese culture, education, and intellectual life. He was president of
the Academy of Sciences in Lisbon, head of the Education Department at the Fundação
Calouste Gulbenkian, chief of Gulbenkian’s Portuguese Cultural Center in Paris, and
professor jubilado at the University of Lisbon. The academic writings of Pina Martins constitute a huge and impressive mass: he was Portugal’s leading authority on humanism.
❊ Dicionário cronológico de autores portugueses V, 90-92. Not located in OCLC. Not
located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc.

*45. MARTINS, José V.[itorino] de Pina. Humanisme et Renaissance de
l’Italie au Portugal. Les deux regards de Janus. 2 volumes. Lisbon and Paris:
Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian, Centro Cultural Português, 1989. Ecole
Pratique des Hautes Etudes, Ie Section, Centre de Recherches sur le
Portugal de la Renaissance, Etudes, III. Folio (27.7 x 19.9 cm.), original
printed wrappers. Some minor soiling to covers, edges. Internally fine.
Overall in very good condition. Color frontispiece portrait, xxiv, 404
pp. 28 ll. plates, printed on both sides; color frontispiece portrait, (1 l.),
pp. [405]-1,106, (1 l.), 45 ll. plates, printed on both sides. Title pages in
red and black. ISBN: none.
2 volumes. $150.00
ONE of 99 COPIES on SPECIAL PAPER. Important study; nicely produced volumes.
Loosely inserted in volume I is statement (a bit soiled), 26 x 11 cm., on thick, high
quality paper, titled “Justification du Tirage” explaining that this book was printed in
an edition of 1111 copies, of which 1012 were printed on “papier offset nihil candidius”;
the remaining 99 on “papier vergé ivoire”: 39 numbered 1 to 39; another 33 numbered I
to XXXIII; another 25, “numérortés” A through Z, and 2 copies “ad auctorem”. Furthermore it is stated that these 99 special paper copies are all “hors commerce” signed by
the author, and that they contain portraits of Jean Pic de la Mirandole and Damião de
Góis “imprimés en quadrichomie”; at the bottom of the justification statement, below
the letter “U” is the signature of José V. de Pina Martins.
❊ Cadafaz de Matos, 129 Trabalhos científicos de um grande investigador, José Vitorino
de Pina Martins. Catálogo de exposição bibliográfica 14. Bibliografia de estudos do Prof. Doutor
José V. de Pina Martins existentes na Biblioteca Central da Faculdade de Letras de Lisboa, p. 7.
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Austrian Battles in Italy During the War of the Polish Succession

46. [MASCARENHAS, José Freire de Monterroyo]. Epanaphora bellica,
em que se referem os gloriozos progressos das Armas Imperiaes na Italia, por
noticias mais imparciaes, e mais seguras. Oferecida ao Senhor Pedro Lopes de
Azevedo Pinheiro Pereira de Sá, Moço Fidalgo da Caza Real ... por J.F.M.M.
Lisboa Occidental: Na Officina de Antonio Correa Lemos, 1735. 4°, disbound. Ornamental woodcut vignette on title page. Woodcut factotum
initials. Woodcut and typographical headpieces. Woodcut tailpiece. In
good to very good condition. (4 ll.), 70 pp., (1 blank l.).		 $350.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. It describes the maneuvers, skirmishes, sieges, and
battles in Italy through the year 1734, between the troops of Emperor Charles VI and
those of Louis XV of France and his ally King Charles Emmanuel III of Sardinia. The
commanders, troop movements, numbers of soldiers fighting and wounded or killed
are meticulously recorded, as are the locations, which range from Milan, Mantua, and
Parma to the Papal States, Capua and Sicily.
In the War of the Polish Succession (1733-1738), relatively little fighting occurred
on Polish soil; most of the action took place in Italy, where the Bourbons of France and
Spain battled the Habsburgs. Although Portuguese troops did not fight in the War of the
Polish Succession, Portugal favored Austria because D. João V’s wife, D. Maria Anna of
Austria, was the sister of Emperor Charles VI.
The Austrians were not very successful in their Italian campaigns, and began negotiating for peace as early as 1735.
Since 1572, the king of Poland had been elected by the Polish nobility, often with
considerable interference from other European rulers. After the death of King Augustus
II of Poland in February 1733, the War of the Polish Succession broke out (1733-1738),
with the Bourbons (France and Spain) backing Stanislaw Leszyzynski, and the Austrian
Habsburgs and Russia backing Augustus III. The war ended with Augustus III ruling
as king of Poland and the Habsburgs and Bourbons playing musical thrones elsewhere.
Stanislaw was given the Duchy of Lorraine and the former ruler of Lorraine was awarded
the Grand Duchy of Tuscany. The Duchy of Parma went to Austria and the former duke
of Parma became ruler of Naples and Sicily.
Freire de Monterroyo Mascarenhas (1670-1760?), a native of Lisbon, began his studies
in Portugal and extended them for 10 years, beginning in 1693, by traveling throughout
Europe to study its politics and languages. Back in Portugal, he served from 1704 to 1710
as a cavalry captain in the War of the Spanish Succession. When the war ended he began
to publish the Gazeta de Lisboa, of which he remained editor for more than 40 years. He
also published numerous pamphlets such as this one, on current events.
❊ Innocêncio IV, 349. Coimbra, Miscelâneas 892, 995, 7804. Not located in NUC.
OCLC: 60767816 (Newberry Library, Houghton Library). Porbase locates one copy at
the Biblioteca Central da Marinha and four at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Not
located in Jisc.
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Lamenting the Death of the Queen of Portugal

*47. MATTEI, Mario. In funere Mariae Primae Lusitaniae Brasiliae Algarbiae
Reginae Fidelissimae Oratio habita coram sacro EE. ac RR. Cardinalium
collegio in regali ecclesia Sancti Antonii dum ei regio nomine parentaretur a
.... Rome: [colophon]: Franciscus Burliaeus Officinator ad Collegium
Urbanum de Propaganda Fide, 1820. Folio, contemporary crimson
straight-grained morocco (dampstain of about 5 x 5 cm. on front cover
near foot of spine; minor rubbing and fading), gilt: in center panel,
royal arms of Portugal against drapery flowing from a royal crown;
around the edges, floral scrolls within a double-line and roll-tooled
border. Spine richly gilt, inner dentelles gilt, all edges gilt, purple silk
pastdowns and flyleaves. Wormhole of 2 cm. at top of inner margin;
another, much smaller in bottom margin; neither affecting text. Overall
in good to very good condition. vii, 36 pp., (1 l. with imprimaturs recto
and verso).		 $5,000.00
Apparently the first and only edition of this funeral oration given in Rome after the
death of D. Maria I of Portugal.

❊ Not located in NUC. Not located in OCLC. OCLC: 78087658 (Sutro Library, Getty
Research Institute); 955819690 (Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale Vittorio Emanuele II); both
records give the collation as vii, [1], 36, [4] pp. However all the additional pp. not mentioned in the collation of the present copy are blank: see 889848207 (copy digitalized from
the one at Getty). Porbase locates three copies, all in the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal
(without mention of the final blank leaf). Not located in Jisc.

One of 203 Large Paper Copies

*48. MELLO, D. Francisco Manuel de. Apólogos dialogais. Preface and notes
by José Pereira Tavares. 2 volumes. Lisbon: Livraria Sá da Costa—Editora,
1959. Colecção de Clássicos Sá da Costa Large 8°, contemporary tan
mottled sheep, spine richly gilt with raised bands in five compartments,
crimson leather labels, gilt letter, machine marbled endleaves, top edge
rouged, other edges uncut, original printed wrappers bound in. Large
paper copy, number 166 of 203, “rubricado”. A fine set. Bookplates of
Joaquim Pessoa on rectos of second free endleaves. xxxiv pp., (1 l.), 237,
(1) pp.; xx pp., (1 l.), 271, (1) pp.
2 volumes. $300.00

LIMITED EDITION on special paper, and First Edition thus, including signifcant
prefaces to each volume, as well as useful notes, by José Pereira Tavares.
This set of four dialogues is considered by some critics to be D. Manuel’s best prose
work; Herculano, for example, called it “o ponto mais alto a que subiu o talento de D.
Francisco Manuel … a obra mais política, civil e galante que fez o seu autor” (quoted in
Biblos Enciclopédia Verbo das Literaturas de Língua Portuguesa I, 350-1). The Apologos was
popular long before its first printing, 55 years after the author’s death. One of the censors
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of the 1721 first edition said that so many manuscript copies were circulating that the
Apologos dialogos might as well have been published. The work was not printed again
until a three-volume edition of Lisbon, 1900.
The fourth dialogue, Hospital das Letras (D. Francisco’s own favorite), is an important
source for Baroque literary criticism. Its interlocutors, Justus Lipsius (1547-1601), Traiano
Boccalini (1556-1613), D. Francisco de Quevedo (1580-1654) and D. Francisco himself,
discuss contemporary Spanish and Portuguese literature, as well as some Greek, Roman,
Italian and French works.
The first three dialogues are humorous, sometimes almost bitter commentaries on
contemporary mores: Relógios falantes by two clocks, Escritório avarento between four
coins in a usurer’s purse, Visita das fontes between fountains in Lisbon. Bell comments
that they “contain incisive portraits in which types and persons are sharply etched in a
few lines” (Portuguese Literature p. 254). Relógios falantes was written in Portugal in 1654,
the other three dialogues during the author’s exile in Brazil, 1655-58.
D. Francisco not only led a romantic and adventurous life but established himself
as a major figure in Portuguese and Spanish literature, ranking with Quevedo among
seventeenth-century Iberian writers. Born into the highest Portuguese nobility, he began
both his military and literary careers at the age of 17. Shipwrecked near St. Jean de Luz in
1627 while sailing with a Hispano-Portuguese armada protecting an American treasure
fleet (he was forced to supervise the burial of more than 2,000 who perished), he was
sent with the Conde de Linhares to quell the Évora insurrection in 1637, fought in the
battle of the Downs in 1639, and the following year took part in the campaign against the
Catalan rebels. In 1640, suspected of favoring an independent Portugal, he was thrown
into a Spanish jail. Only a few years later (1644), when he returned to Portugal, he was
imprisoned in turn by D. João IV, some said on a charge of murder, others said because
he was D. João’s rival for a lady’s affections. The year 1655 saw him deported to Bahia,
but in 1658 he was pardoned, recalled from exile, and sent on the first of several important diplomatic missions. Not until he reached his forties did he publish his first work
in Portuguese: the Carta de guia de casados (1651), one of the great classics of Portuguese
prose. According to Bell, “No literary figure in Portugal of the seventeenth century, few
in the Peninsula, can rank with Francisco Manuel de Mello (1608-66), the leading lyric
poet and prose writer of his time.”
❊ For descriptions of the first edition, see Innocêncio II, 443; Barbosa Machado II,
185; Prestage, D. Francisco Manuel de Mello pp. 281-8 and 584-5, nº 64; Pinto de Mattos
(1970) p. 410; Palha 1556; and Azevedo-Samodães 2041. On Manuel de Mello, see Ward,
Oxford Companion to Spanish Literature pp. 380-1; Bell, Portuguese Literature pp. 252-5
and elsewhere; Saraiva & Lopes, História da literatura portuguesa (1976) pp. 489-512 and
throughout; and Maria Lucilia Gonçalves Pires in Biblos III, 599.

With Author’s Signed and Dated Presentation Inscription to
King Umberto II of Italy

49. MELLO, Pedro Homem de. Expulsos do governo da cidade (poemas).
[Porto]: Livraria Galaica, 1961. 8°, original printed wrappers (slightly
browned, spine faded). Plate reproducing a portrait of the author by
the painter Carlos Carneiro. In good to very good condition. Author’s
signed and dated seven-line presentation inscription to King Umberto
II of Italy on half title: “A sua Magestade // O Rei Umberto de // Italia
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// homenagem muito // [illeg.] de // Pedro Homem de Mello //
Porto—1969”. 50 pp., (3 ll.), portrait.		 $300.00

FIRST EDITION; a second edition appeared in 1979. The dedication of Explusos do
governo da cidade to the exiled King of Italy is rather ironic.
Provenance: Umberto II of Italy (1904-1983) ruled for slightly more than a month, from
May 9 to June 12, 1946; he was de facto head of state from 1944 to 1946, after his father
Victor Emmanuel III transferred his powers to his son, hoping to salvage the monarchy’s
image after the fall of Benito Mussolini. After the referendum abolishing the monarchy
was passed in 1946, Umberto went into exile in Cascais, Portugal.
❊ On the lawyer, educator, folklorist and poet Pedro [da Cunha Pimentel] Homem
de Mello (Porto, 1904-1984), contributor to Presença, see Fernando Guimarães in Machado,
ed.,Dicionário de literatura portuguesa, p. 308; Fernando Guimarães in Biblos, III, 618-19;
and Dicionário cronológico de autores portugueses, IV, 195-7. Not located in NUC. Porbase
locates two copies: Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal, and Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian.
Jisc repeats British Library only.

*50. MENDONÇA, A.P. Lopes de. Recordações de Italia. 2 volumes in 1.
Lisbon: Typographia da Revista Popular, 1852-1853. 8°, contemporary
quarter sheep over marbled boards (spine faded; scraping and rubbing;
minor wear at corners), spine gilt with raised bands in six compartments, leather lettering piece, gilt letter, marbled endleaves, top edges
rouged, green silk ribbon place marker. Internally very good to fine.
Overall in good condition. [3]-295 pp., (1 l.); [3]-303 pp., (2 ll.).		
2 volumes in 1. $300.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION, rare. Dedicated to Alexandre Herculano, described
as the author’s friend, the first volume of this work narrates a journey from Lisbon to
Genoa via Gibraltar by sea. The author then traveled by land to Pavia, Milan, and Lake
Como. In the second volume he tells of his travels from Milan to Venice. There is more
on Milan in this volume, in which Mendonça also expresses his views on Italian history,
politics, and culture.
Lopes de Mendonça (1826-1865), a native of Lisbon, was a deputy to the Côrtes
in 1855. He was a member of the Academia Real das Sciencias de Lisboa, and was also
librarian of that learned institution. As a young naval officer, he was dismissed from
the service for participation in the Setembrista movement. Novelist, dramatist, essayist,
journalist and literary critic, he belongs to the second wave of romanticism in Portugal,
and was something of a precursor to the “Geração de 70”.

❊ Innocêncio I, 220 (without collation); on the author see also VIII, 267-8; XXII, 339
(noting that the present work was offered in the first catalogue of Pereira da Silva for the
then elevated sum of 4$50, and giving an apparently incorrect collation of 295, 3; 304,
8 pp.). See Álvaro Manuel Machado in Dicionário de literatura portuguesa, p. 312; Maria
de Lourdes A. Ferraz in Biblos, III, 663-5; Dicionário cronológico de autores portugueses, II,
121-2; Saraiva & Lopes, História da literatura portuguesa, pp. 295, 696-7, 766, 777, 781-2,
786-9, 801-2, 809, 811. OCLC: 63590911 (University of Pennsylvania Library, European
Register of Microform and Digital Masters); 560422163 (British Library). Porbase locates
two copies, both in the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Jisc repeats British Library. KVK
(51 databases searched) locates only the copies cited by Porbase. Not located in ICCU.
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Includes Sections on Italy: Milan, Livorno, Genoa

51. Mercurio de España. Julio de 1798: one issue only. Madrid: en la
Imprenta Real, (1798). 8°, stitched. Small woodcut royal arms of Spain
on title page. Dampstained, dog-eared, soiled at spine, first quire
nicked at top edge, never affecting text. In good condition, if just
barely. Pages 193-288.		
$80.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION. This issue includes substantial material on the Napoleonic Wars, including speculation about whether Napoleon was heading to Egypt or
elsewhere (pp. 208-25), as well as sections on Turkey (Constantinople), Italy (Milan,
Livorno, Genoa), Germany (i.e. the Holy Roman Empire: Vienna, Radstadt), and Great
Britain (London, Ireland), Spain (Madrid, Vigo, Ronda). Under the heading “America,”
pages 273-5 deal with ecclesiastical appointments in Caracas.
According to Palau, this monthly periodical was published at Madrid beginning in
1738, as Mercurio histórico y politico. In January 1784 the name was changed to Mercurio de
España. Publication continued until 1830, with suspensions in 1808-1814 and 1822-1824.
Complete runs are rare.
❊ Palau 165185.

Milton, Translated by a Tactless Man—English and Italian on Facing Pages

52. MILTON, John. Il Paradiso perduto di Giovanni Milton, tradotto in verso
italiano da Felice Mariottini col testo inglese a rencontro. 3 volumes. Rome:
Nella Stamperia de Romanis, 1813-1814. 8°, contemporary boards, spines
covered with blue paper and with printed labels (chipping at joints,
darkened). Facing pages English and Italian. Uncut. Pinpoint wormhole
in inner margin of about the first 70 leaves of volume I, never touching
text; more serious worming to about the 60 final leaves of volume II,
affecting 5-6 letters per page from p. 356 to end. Overall in good condition (if not for the worming, in fine condition). Contemporary signature
on verso of front free endpaper of Roiz [i.e., Rodriguez?] da Silva. 447;
383; 480 pp.
3 volumes. $250.00
First edition thus, with English and Italian on facing pages. Mariottini’s translation
of the first book of Paradise Lost was published in London, 1794; to a critical review in The
British Critic he retorted with An Italian warning to the British Critic, London, 1794. Mariottini’s translation of the entire Paradise Lost was printed in London, 1796, by G. Polidori.
Felice Mariottini (Città di Castello, 1756-Rome, 1827) took orders in 1769 and became
a member of the Arcadian academy in 1779, as Aurisio Pierideo. In 1783, he was chosen to
instruct the sons of Philippe d’Orléans in Italian, but had a falling out with their supervising teacher after two years. Working in Rome, Naples, and Città di Castello, he published
several collections of poems. In 1792, hearing that teachers of Italian were in demand
in England, he moved to London, where he published his translation of Paradise Lost.
Back in Rome by 1797, he published I congressi del Monte Sacro, 1799, in which he
criticized the temporal power of the pope as a “sacra tirannide” and education in the
Papal States as hopelessly behind the times. This made him persona non grata when Pius
VII was elected pope. His criticisms of the French made him unpopular when the French
occupied the Papal States. Mariottini published this bilingual Paradise Lost in Rome, after
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the restoration of the papacy, but it was not a commercial success and led to legal battles.
He passed the rest of his life in poverty and was buried in the Lateran.
❊ On the translator, see E. Ciferri in Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, vol. 70 (2007).
OCLC: 32877867 (3 vols., 1814-1815, at University of California-Riverside, University of
Illinois, Harvard University-Harvard College Library, Princeton University, Bibliothèque
centrale du muséum national d’histoire naturelle); 563131205 (British Museum). Orbis
lists a 1796 Italian edition. Hollis lists 1794 and 1796 Italian editions. Jisc lists many copies
of the London, 1794 and 1796 editions, but not this edition.

Important Contemporary Source for History of Venice, 1509-1516

*53. MOCENIGO, Andrea. Bellum Cameracense. Venice: Bernardino dei
Vitali, 1525. 8°, nineteenth-century marbled boards (spine and corners
worn), burgundy leather lettering piece (slightly chipped), gilt letter.
Woodcut initials. Italic type throughout, except for title page and headings. Very occasional light foxing. Small light dampstain in outer margins
of 20 leaves. Internally very good to fine; overall in good to very good
condition. A few contemporary or early manuscript ink annotations.
Small, neat, old ink Jesuit college ownership inscription in upper outer
corner of title page. (188 ll.).		 $3,600.00

FIRST EDITION, with a reference to Hispaniola on leaf q8v, as well as a reference to
the Portuguese in India under King Manuel I, which begins on q8v and continues on to
leaf r1r. This work is the most important contemporary source for the history of Venetian
territory in the period 1509-1516.
The Bellum Cameracense is a history of the Italian wars of 1508 to 1516, in which shifting alliances fought for control of Northern Italy. The League of the Cambrai, 1508-10,
was an alliance initially formed by Pope Julius II, together with Holy Roman Emperor
Maximilian I, King Louis XII of France, King Ferdinand II of Aragón, and several Italian
city-states against the Republic of Venice, with the aim of checking Venice’s territorial expansion. The Republic was soon on the verge of ruin. Its army was defeated by
the French at Agnadello (1509); most of the territories it had occupied were lost; and
Maximilian entered Venetia. The Republic had to make concessions to the pope and to
Ferdinand. The Republic emerged from the war having suffered serious losses, but by
no means crushed.
The League of the Cambrai gave way to the Holy League against the French.
This was an alliance formed (1510-11) by Pope Julius II during the Italian Wars for the
purpose of expelling Louis XII of France from Italy, thereby consolidating papal power.
Venice, the Swiss cantons, Ferdinand II of Aragón, Henry VIII of England, and Holy
Roman Emperor Maximilian I were the chief members of the league. The Swiss, who
did most of the fighting, routed the French at Novara (1513), but in the same year Julius
II died and the league fell apart. The French victory (1515) at Marignano reestablished
the French in Lombardy.
The work is dedicated to Andrea Gritti who had led a force of Venetians as proveditor
and later served as commander of the Venetian forces. An Italian translation appeared
in 1544.
❊ Adams M1518. Alden & Landis 525/11. British Museum, Pre-1601 Italian STC,
p. 442. JCB I, i, 94. Cicogna 792. Short-Title Catalog of Books Printed in Italy and of Books in
Italian Printed Abroad, 1501-1600, Held in Selected North American Libraries, II, 403. Not in
Harrisse or Additions. Not located in Porbase. KVK (51 databases searched) locates copies
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in Staatliche Bibliothek Neuburg an der Donau, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek München,
Staats- und Stadtbibliothek Augsburg; online resource at Bibliothek der Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek München; Staatsbibliothek
zu Berlin—Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Frankfurt-Universitätsbibliothek J. C. Senckenberg,
Universitätsbibliothek Marburg, Halle / Saale-Franckesche Stiftungen Bibliothek, Hannover—Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel Herzog-August-Bibliothek,
Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Universität Wien.

54. MONTAGU, Robert, Lord Mandeville; William Hammond; and
Banaster Maynard. The Origins of the Grand Tour: The Travels of Robert
Montagu, Lord Mandeville (1649-1654), William Hammond (1655-1658),
Banaster Maynard (1660-1663). Edited by Michael G. Brennan. London:
The Hakluyt Society, 2004. Hakluyt Society, Third Series, volume 14.
Large 8°, publisher’s boards with dust jacket. As new. xvii, 331 pp.,
black-and-white illustrations in text. ISBN: 0904180859.		
$95.00

Three previously unpublished accounts of young English travelers in Western
Europe, tracing the roots of the “Grand Tour” to the mid-Tudor and early-Stuart periods.

Chinea Festivities

55. MONTALVO, Francisco Antonio de. La esfera de los aplavsos del
excelentiss. Señor Marqves del Carpio, Embaxador dela Magestad Catholica
de Carlos Segvundo, Rey de las Expañas, en al presentacion dela Acanea ala
Santidad de Nuestro Señor Innocencio XI P.M. Dedicada ala excelentissima
Señora la Señora D. Lorença dela Cerda, Princessa de Paliano. Rome: En la
Ymprenta de la Reu. Cam. Apost., 1682. Folio (30 x 20.8 cm.), disbound.
Woodcut vignette on title-page of laurel wreath flanked by two facing
putti with trumpets. Large woodcut diagram on recto of second leaf.
Some minor foxing and dampstaining, but on the whole clean, crisp,
and in very good condition, with wide margins. Leaves numbered in
manuscript 306-309 in upper outer corners of rectos. [4 ll.].		 $1,800.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this rare tract describing the festivities marking the
presentation of the Acenea (or Hacenea, in Spanish; Chinea in Italian) by the Marques del
Carpio, Ambassador of the king of Spain D. Carlos II (in his capacity as king of Naples
and the Two Sicilies) to Pope Innocent XI. The Chinea was a tribute in the form of a white
mule with a golden harness.

❊ Not in Palau (which lists 11 titles by the author). Not in Toda y Güell, which lists
10 works by this author (7 in the main section; 3 in the appendix); see III, 144 for some
brief biographical information. Not in Goldsmith (citing 3 titles by the author). Not in
HSA (cites 3 works by the author). Not in Salvá or Heredia. Not in Gallardo. Not located
in NUC. OCLC: 79040121 (Folger Shakespeare Library, with 8 pp.). Not located in CCPBE,
which lists ten other works for the author. Not located in KVK (51 databases searched;
the Union Catalogue of Italy cites four other works by the author; British Library lists
three other works; Jisc cites four other works). Not in Hollis (which cites a Concilia Limana
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edited by Montalvo and published in Rome, 1684). Not in Orbis (which cites two other
works by the author, and the Concilia Limana edited by him). Not in Melvyl (which cites
three other titles by the author). Not in LC Online Catalog (which lists two other titles
by this author). Not in the Biblioteca Nazionale online catalogue (they have 3 other titles
by Montalvo). Their site is also linked to the “SBN” catalogue which searches other Italian libraries; the present work was not located there either. The Vatican Library online
catalogue lists 5 titles by Montalvo, but not this one.

Masaniello Leads Creation of Independent Neapolitan Republic

56. [NAPLES]. Relaçam verdadeira do alevantamento de Napoles, e de Sicilia,
com a copia dos capitulos acordados entre o Visorey, & Povo de Napoles.
[Lisbon]: [colophon] por D.[omingos] Lopes Roza, 1647?. 4°, later plain
grey wrappers (minor soiling), old manuscript title on front cover,
text-block edges rouged. Caption title. Four-line woodcut initial. A bit
rubbed on final page. In very good condition. Engraved bookplate of
Victor d’Avila Perez. (6 ll.).		 $900.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this rare account of a 1647 rebellion in Naples led by
Masaniello (Tommaso Aniello), a fisherman, against the rule of Philip IV of Spain. The
rebellion briefly created an independent Neapolitan republic, which lasted only until
1648 but remains a celebrated moment in the history of Naples. Not surprisingly, few
if any accounts of this rebellion were printed in Spanish dominions. This one appeared
in Portugal, which had declared its independence of Spanish rule in 1640 and was still
at war with Spain. The relevance of all this for the Portuguese war of independence is
summed up on f. A4v.
This Relaçam begins with a recap of the history of Naples and Sicily under French
and Spanish rule (including the Sicilian Vespers), briefly describes the recent rebellion in
Sicily (ff. A1v-A2r), then moves on to a detailed account of the rebellion in Naples (ff. A2rA4v). The central characters are Masaniello and the viceroy of Naples, Rodrigo Ponce de
León, fourth Duke of Arcos, but the names and actions of many others are also included.
On ff. A4v-A6v is the full text of the agreement between the viceroy and the people
of Naples, dated Naples July 12, 1647. In it the viceroy grants Neapolitans limited selfgovernment, promises restrictions on taxes, and exempts them from the crime of lèse
majesté. Masaniello and his companions promise to march to the church of Sta. Maria de
Constantinopola and lay down their arms.
In the 1640s, Spain was dealing with rebellions in Portugal, the Netherlands, and
Catalunya, and was embroiled in the Thirty Years’ War. In Sicily and Naples (Europe’s
second-largest city), the hefty taxes imposed to raise money for war expenses had caused
much unrest.
Provenance: Victor Marat d’Avila Perez was a great bibliophile whose library was
one of the dozen or so most important ever sold at auction in Portugal. The catalogue
in six volumes contains 8,962 lots, sold in six parts with Arnaldo Henriques de Oliveira
as expert, probably with a total of 30 sessions, the first part beginning 30 October 1939,
with the final part beginning 29 April 1940.
❊ Arouca R395. Exposição bibliografica da Restauração 1229. HSA p. 456. Avila Perez
6312 (the present copy). Not in Innocêncio. Not in Palha. Not in Almirante; cf. p. 706.
Not in Martinho da Fonseca, Restauração. Not in Trindade. Not located in NUC. OCLC:
69665025 (Newberry Library); 165429146 (Bayerische Staatsbibliothek). Porbase locates
four copies at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal, all “aparado.” Not located in Jisc.
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From Sá de Miranda to Mussolini

*57. NEMÉSIO, Vitorino, Abner Petrone, Giacinto Manuppella, et al.
Italia e Portogallo. Florence: Vallecchi Editore, 1941. Large 8°, original
printed wrappers (spine somewhat defective). Some browning (but not
brittle). In near good condition; could benefit from binding. Stamped
“Oferta // do Instituto de Cultura Italiana // em Portugal” in upper
outer blank portion of title-page. 114 pp., (1 l.), illustrations in text.		
		$75.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION. The introduction, “Duas palavras” by Nemésio is in
Portuguese; the rest of the essays are in Italian. They are “Sá de Miranda e l’Italia” by
Petrone; “Considerazioni su Sá de Miranda” by Manuppella; “Spigolature su una straduzione portoghese delle ‘Notti Clementine’ dell’abate A. Bertòla” by Luigi Panarese;
“Romanticismo portoghese, ecc.” by Lorenzo Di Poppa; “Italia, dolce terra d’estilio” by
Leo Pessina; “Maria Pia di Savoia nei poeti portoghesi” by G. C. Rossi; “La lettera di un
suocero al genero” by Gino Saviotti; and “D’Annunzio e Mussolini visti da A. Ferro”
by Dante Severin.

58. PARMA, Bishop of, supposed author. Homilias do ... 1ª sobre a
tolerancia em materias de religião. IIª sobre a profissão religiosa. Lisbon: Na
Offic. de Simão Thaddeo Ferreira, 1823. 4°, early plain green wrappers
(faded). Small typographical ornaments (crown and flourishes) on title
page. Some browning. In good condition. 26 pp.		 $160.00

First (and only?) Edition in Portuguese. The first homily (pp. 3-15) argues against
religious toleration: “Não se dá verdadeira paz, seão aquella de Jesus Christo; e a pa de
Jesus Christo não póde ter outra base, seão a união, e a integridade da sua doutrina.”
The second homily, preached on the feast of St. Bernard, is particularly concerned with
conselhos Evangelicos and free will.
We have been unable to determine which bishop of Parma was the author of these
two essays, or if indeed a bishop of Parma was the author, but the author may have been
Cardinal Carlos Francesco Caselli, O.S.M. (1740-1828), archbishop of Parma from May
28, 1804, or more likely his predecessor, Adeodato Turchi (1724-1803), a Capuchin. Two
years earlier the same printer published another work, probably by the same bishop:
Dissertação sobre os regulares, a que se ajuntão duas homilias do bispo de Parma, que tem alguma
relação com o mesmo objecto.
❊ Not in Innocêncio. Not in Fonseca, Pseudónimos. Not in Gonçalves Rodrigues,
A tradução em Portugal. Not in Biblioteca Pública de Braga, Catálogo do Fundo BarcaOliveira. Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates a single copy, at Biblioteca João Paulo
II-Universidade Católica Portuguesa. Not located in Jisc. KVK (51 databases searched)
locates only the copy cited by Porbase.
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59. PERICONI, James J. Strangers in a Strange Land. A Catalogue of an
Exhibition on the History of Italian-Language American Imprints (18301945). New York: The Grolier Club, 2012. 8°, publisher’s gilt-stamped
red quarter cloth over tan boards. As new. x, 195, (1) pp., illustrations
in text, index. ISBN: 978-1-60583-039-1.		
$55.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. LIMITED to 500 copies. This excellent catalogue
includes introductory essays by Martino Marazzi, Francesco Durante, and Robert Viscusi.
It contains a bibliography of over 800 primary and secondary Italian-language works
printed in America.
Designed by Jerry Kelly.

Includes Details on Elections and Law in Italy

60. PRADT, Dominique Georges Frédéric de Riom de Prolhiac de
Fourt de, Archbishop of Mechlin. De l’affaire de la loi des élections …
faisant suite au Petit Catéchisme du même auteur. Second édition, revue corrigée et augmentée par l’auteur. Paris: Béchet Ainé; Rouen: Béchet Fils,
1820. 8°, contemporary tree calf (head of spine somewhat defective,
joints beginning to split, some wear to foot of spine, corners), smooth
spine gilt with crimson morocco lettering piece, gilt letter, marbled
endleaves, text block edges sprinkled red and blue. Occasional foxing;
a few very light dampstains. Overall in good to very good condition.
Contemporary ink inscription “Conde de Rio Maior Antonio” on recto
of half-title. cviii, 308 pp.		 $250.00

Second edition. While dealing mainly with elections and law in France, there are
references to the United States, Florida, Spain, Italy and Northern Europe. An extended
footnote (occupying a good part of pp. xi-xiv) deals with Portugal and Brazil.
Pradt (1759-1837) was born in Allanches (Auvergne) and received a doctorate of
theology from the Université de Paris in 1786. In 1789 he was elected to the États Généraux,
where he defended the interests of the clergy until fleeing to Germany after the outbreak
of the French Revolution. For the next decade he lived in Hamburg and Münster, where
he published several works critical of the Revolution. Returning to France in 1800, Pradt
soon earned Napoleon’s favor, and with it the offices of bishop of Poitiers (1805) and
archbishop of Malines (1808). He undertook several diplomatic missions for Napoleon but,
unable to serve church and state equally, found the work increasingly repugnant. Pradt
renounced his office in 1816, immediately placing his pen in the service of liberal ideas
and against monarchy. Of Pradt’s 50 or so published works, all but a handful appeared
from 1816 or later. Among his many works are Des colonies et de la révolution actuelle de
l’Amérique (1817), Des trois derniers mois de l’Amérique Meridionale et du Brésil (1817) and
Les six derniers mois de l’Amérique et du Brézil (1818).
❊ On the author, see Nouvelle biographie générale XL, 970-3. NUC: University of
Michigan, UCLA
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Relations Between Spain and Portugal—First and only Editions in Italian

61. RIBEIRO, João Pinto. Anatomia delli Regni di Spagna nella quale si
dimostra l’origine del dominio. La dilatatione delli stati. La successione delle
linee de suoi Re. Con la distintione della Corona di Portogallo da quelle di
Leone, e di Castiglia. 2 works in 1 volume. Lisbon [i.e., Italy?]: Sancio
Beltrando, 1646. 4°, contemporary vellum, spine and top edge of text
block lettered in ink, text block edges sprinkled red (light wear and soiling). Minor worming on last 4 leaves, affecting 3-4 letters on 4 pages.
Old signature in blank portion of title-page, old owner’s stamp on recto
of second leaf. Bookplate on front pastedown of Franz Pollack Parnau.
(6 ll.), 85 pp., (1 blank l.).
2 works in 1 volume. $600.00

First and only editions in Italian of two works originally published in Portuguese.
The first appeared in Lisbon, 1642 as Injustas successões dos reis de Castella e de Leão; it
discusses relations between Spain and Portugal and Spain’s claim to the Portuguese
throne. The second work, a translation of Uzurpação, retenção, restauração de Portugal deals
more specifically with the way Portugal was treated by the three King Philips, and the
proclamation of D. João de Bragança as King of Portugal.
In the dedication to the first work, Sancio Beltrando identifies himself as the translator; presumably he translated the second work as well. Although signed separately,
both works are printed in the same format and with identical types; the two works are
occasionally found bound together. The Lisbon imprint is almost certainly fictitious,
both works probably being Italian imprints: the text type contains certain swash letters
not, to our knowledge, found in mid-seventeenth-century Portuguese printing, and we
have traced no other works printed or published by Beltrando. At the top of the titlepage and verso of the second leaf of the Anatomia, the binder has failed to trim away two
solid printed bars, which presumably served to indicate where to cut a sheet printed
by work-and-turn.
Pinto Ribeiro (d. 1649), who held a doctorate in law from the Universidade de Coimbra, was a magistrate and confidential advisor to D. Luiza, the Duchess of Bragança. He
played a notable part in the Restauração, helping to persuade the Duque de Bragança to
claim the throne as D. João IV. Along with many others, he had been suggested, in error,
as a possible author of the classic Arte de furtar.
❊ Innocêncio X, 336; on the author, see IV, 22-4 & X, 333-6 and Grande enciclopédia XXI,
846-7 and color plate. Barbosa Machado II, 722-4. Almirante p. 627. Exposição bibliográfica
da Restauração 1066: calling for (10), 85 pp. Fonseca, Elementos bibliográficos para a história
das guerras chamadas da Restauração (1640-1668) 336. Ameal 1803: bound with the Discorso.
Avila-Perez 5928: bound with the Discorso. Not in Trindade. Not in Azevedo-Samodães
or Monteverde. Goldsmith P412. NUC: DLC, MnU, WU, ICU, NNH.

BOUND WITH:

RIBEIRO, João Pinto. Discorso dell’ usurpatione retentione e ristoratione
del Regno di Portogallo. Lisbon [i.e., Italy?]: Sancio Beltrandi, 1646. 4°,
minor worming to last 3 leaves, with loss of 5 letters; page numerals on
last 3 pp. just touched by the binder; a few minor stains. (2 ll.), 83 pp.
❊ Innocêncio X, 336. Exposição bibliográfica da Restauração 1068. Fonseca, Elementos
bibliográficos para a história das guerras chamadas da Restauração (1640-1668) 338. Trindade
231. Ameal 1803. Avila-Perez 5298. Not listed by Barbosa Machado. Not in AzevedoSamodães or Monteverde. Goldsmith P413. NUC: DLC, MnU, NIC, ICU, NNH.
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*62. Ricordo di Venezia: Vidros de Murano da Casa Real Portuguesa /
Murano Glass of the Portuguese Royal House. Edited by Maria João Botelho
Moniz Burnay. Lisbon: Palácio Nacional da Ajuda / Imprensa Nacional, 2015. Folio (27.1 x 20.2 cm.), original illustrated wrappers. As new.
158 pp., 1 l. advertisement, 1 l. errata slipped in, copiously illustrated
in color, footnotes, text in English and Portuguese in facing columns.
ISBN: 978-972-27-2386-2.		
$45.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Catalogue with luxurious illustrations for an exhibition held at the Palácio Nacional da Ajuda, July-November 2015. Nuno Vassalo e Silva
(Director-geral do Património Cultural) and José Alberto (Director do Palácio Nacional
da Ajuda) provide short introductory texts. Maria João Botelho Moniz Burnay has
written a concise essay on this collection of glass works (pp. [12]-33). These texts have
Portuguese and English written in facing columns. Rosa Barovier Mentasti and Cristina
Tonini have written a short essay in English (pp. [34]-40) on Maria Pia of Savoy (the
Queen of Portugal) and her interest in Venetian glassworks in addition to the interest
royalty across Europe had in Murano glassworks. All other text throughout is in both
English and Portuguese. Each item in the catalogue is given a detailed description in
both languages. Other interesting objects in the exhibition include invoices issued from
Venice for various glass pieces.

*63. RODOLFO, Alessandra, and José Alberto Seabra Carvalho.
Madonna: tesouros dos museus do Vaticano. / Treasures of the Vatican Museums. Lisbon: Museu Nacional de Arte Antiga / Imprensa Nacional,
2017. Very large. 4° (28.2 x 24.1 cm.), original illustrated wrappers. As
new. 274 pp., (2) ll., 1 blank l., profusely illustrated in color, footnotes,
side notes, bibliography. Texts in Portuguese and English. ISBN: 978972-27-2555-2.		$65.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Substantial catalogue of an exhibition held at the Museu
Nacional de Arte Antiga from 19 May to 10 September 2017. Alessandra Rodolfo contributed essays on the history and identity of the museums of the Vatican, and a homage
to Rafael (Room VIII of the Pinacoteca Vaticana). José Alberto Seabra Carvalho writes
on a Portuguese commission of Michelangelo. The catalogue is divided into two main
sections: images of Mary in Italian collections from antiquity to the twentieth century,
and Italian images of Mary in Portuguese collections, fifteenth to eighteenth centuries.
The bibliography occupies pp. 199-215.
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Early Travel Book by Urbano Tavares Rodrigues
With His Signed and Dated Presentation Inscription

*64. RODRIGUES, Urbano Tavares. Jornadas na Europa. Lisbon: Publicações Europa-América, 1958. 8°, original illustrated wrappers (minor
wear). Plate with portrait of the author. Uncut. Overall in very good
condition. Author’s signed and dated six-line presentation inscription
on half title: “A Alfredo Ribeiro dos Santos // com toda a admiração
// e amizade // of // Urbano Tavares Rodrigues // Maio de 1960”.
Illustrated lithograph bookplate of A.[lfredo] Ribeiro dos Santos (smaller
version). 357 pp., (1 l.).		 $175.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this early travel book by a prominent author; it
includes chapters on Holy Week in Andalucia, Castile and the Mediterranean world,
the Alhambra, Germany, the fog of the Thames and the immutability of marvelous
London, Cambridge, city of youth and the myth of Shakespeare in Stratford-on-Avon,
Holland, Venice, Nimes, the decline of Pézenas (Languedoc), Greece, August in Cairo,
and Tangier. The present work is the third of eight volumes of travel literature published
by Rodrigues between 1949 and 1999.
Urbano Tavares Rodrigues (Lisbon, 1923-Lisbon 2013) grew up in Moura, in the
Alentejo, in a family of large landowners, and eventually became a militant communist.
He is a widely acclaimed and prolific author of fiction, researcher, essayist, literary critic,
professor Catedrático jubilado at the Faculdade de Letras, Universidade de Lisboa,
member of the Academia das Ciências de Lisboa, and recipient of many literary prizes.
His earliest works were greatly influenced by existentialism, in particular following
the literary model of Albert Camus. Simultaneously they display a certain Portuguese
turn-of-the-century decadence, particularly influenced by Fialho de Almeida (especially
obsessive evocations of the Alentejo), António Patrício and Manuel Teixeira Gomes, all
of whom were discussed by Urbano Tavares Rodrigues in critical essays and later in his
doctoral thesis.
Provenance: Alfredo Ribeiro dos Santos (Porto, 1917-Porto, 2012), physician, was one
of the pioneers of modern anesthesiology in Portugal. Influenced by Leonardo Coimbra,
Agostinho da Silva, Sant’Anna Dionísio, Abel Salazar, Jaime Cortesão, Veiga Pires e José
Augusto Seabra, he was active in the struggle against the Salazar regime, participating in
the Movimento de Unidade Democrática (MUD), the presidential campaign of general
Norton de Matos (1948) and that of general Humberto Delgado (1958). Noted bibliophile
and collector of reviews, literary journals, and newspapers, he formed one of the most
significant libraries in the city of Porto; the auction sale in October 2007, included 3,561
lots. Author of História Literária do Porto através das suas publicações periódicas (2002), he
contributed to a number of reviews and newspapers, including Portucale, Nova Renascença
(directing the editorial board from 1980 to 1999), O Tripeiro, Cadernos do Tâmega, Letras
& Letras, O Comércio do Porto, O Primeiro de Janeiro, Jornal de Notícias, Notícias da Tarde,
and Jornal de Amarante.
❊ See Machado, Dicionário de literatura portuguesa, pp. 422-3. Cristina Robalo Cordeiro in Biblos, IV, 909-13. Dicionário cronológico de autores portugueses, V, 296-8. Jacinto
Prado Coelho, ed., Dicionário de literatura (4th ed.), I, 203; II, 509; III, 954; Actualização,
pp. 681-2. OCLC: 17751987 (University of Minnesota, University of Wisconsin, Radboud
Universiteit Nijmegen, Universiteit Utrecht, University of Oxford); 246584172 (Staats- und
Universitätsbibliothek Hamburg); 680931556 (digital copy). Porbase locates two copies
at Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal and one each at Fundacão Calouste Gulbenkian, Biblioteca João Paulo II-Universidade Católica Portuguesa, and Universidade Nova Lisboa.
Jisc repeats Oxford University. Not located in Hollis or Orbis.
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65. ROLDAN HERVAS, José Manuel. Hispania y el ejercito romano. Contribucion a la historia social de la España antigua. Salamanca: Universidad
de Salamanca, 1974. Acta Salamanticensia iussu Senatus Universitatis
edita, Filosofia y Letras 76. Large 8°, recent crimson half morocco over
marbled boards, original printed wrappers bound in. In fine condition.
Frontispiece, 538 pp. ISBN: 84-600-6015-2.		 $200.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Interesting study of where Spanish soldiers were stationed, organized by Roman provinces. One appendix contains maps showing where the
troops were stationed at various times, and another quotes the inscriptions used by the
author in researching this work. The useful indexes (p. 511-38) include literary sources
cited, legions, cohorts, etc.

Statutes of Portuguese Hospital in Rome

66. ROME (City). Igreja e Hospital de Santo Antonio da Naçaõ Portuguesa
de Roma. Estatutos da veneravel Igreja e Hospital de Santo Antonio da
Nação Portuguesa de Roma. Rome: Impressa na Rev. Cam. Apost., 1683.
4°, nineteenth-century (ca. 1875?) blind-stamped olive cloth (minor
wear at extremities), smooth spine with gilt letter, marbled endleaves.
Woodcut of St. Anthony on title-page. Woodcut initials and tailpieces.
Printed on excellent quality paper. Uncut. Occasional light spotting. In
very good to fine condition. Bookplate of Aníbal Fernandes Thomáz.
Substantial note of six lines in pencil by Fernandes Thomáz on verso of
front free endleaf. 153 [i.e., 151, with pp. 145-6 skipped in numbering,
as required], (4 ll.).		 $2,500.00

FIRST EDITION of the statutes of the Portuguese church and hospital of Saint
Anthony at Rome, difficult to obtain with the 4 leaves of index at the end. The hospital
was founded in 1440 by D. Antão Martins de Chaves, Cardinal-Bishop of Porto (under the
aegis of the Portuguese church in Rome) for the care of resident nationals and pilgrims.
Set out here are the administration, daily operation, staffing, finances and admission
standards of the hospital. The Estatutos also specify the legal obligations and liabilities
of the institution, wages, penalties for various employee abuses and the duties of the
physicians, pharmacist, archivist, accountant, nurses, barber-surgeons and cook (with
the kitchen’s opening and closing times). Pages 54-8 contain a chapter on “Couzas pertencentes á hospidalidade e enfermeria.” Book III (pp. 129-51) deals exclusively with the
hospital, giving detailed information on its administration. The church, built by Martino
Lunghi, was completed in 1652.
This work is rare. Complete copies such as the present one, with the four unnumbered
index leaves at the end, are even more difficult to obtain. A second edition appeared in
Rome, 1863; a third was published in the same city in 1872.
Provenance: Aníbal [or Annibal] Fernandes Thomáz [or Tomás], 1849-1911. Writer,
government official, and distinguished bibliophile, he was also a collector of ex-libris,
super-libris, rare books, and prints. Fernandes Thomaz was born in Figueira-da-Foz and
served as a postal inspector in Lisbon, as well as in other government posts. Concurrently he formed an outstanding library of books and prints and published prolifically
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on bibliographical and historical topics. His writings include works on Camões, Portuguese bookplates, Portuguese super-libris, Portuguese engravers, and engraved and
lithographic portraits. His library was sold at auction in 1912; the catalogue is one of the
most important for Portuguese books.
❊ Krivatsy 6127: calling for 153 pp. Bibl. del Senato, Catalogo ... di statuti VI: 264-5.
Not in Innocêncio or Fonseca, Pseudónimos. Wellcome IV, 553. Not in Lisbon, Faculdade
de Medicina, Catálogo da colecção portuguesa. Not in Pires de Lima, Catálogo da Bibliotheca
da Escola Medico-Cirurgica do Porto. Pinto de Mattos (1970) p. 260. Fernandes Thomáz 1851
(presumably the present copy); see also 1850 (without the index). Monteverde 2206: calling
for only 153 pp. No Roman imprints in the Portuguese language are listed in Thomas,
Goldsmith, or Penny (1938). OCLC: 28453321 (Wellcome Library); 311643347 (Württembergische Landesbibliothek); 14325754 (University of California-Los Angeles, National
Library of Medicine, Bio Med Library-University of Minnesota, British Library); Porbase
locates three copies at Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal and one at Arquivo Nacional da
Torre do Tombo. Jisc repeats Wellcome Library and British Library.

Statutes of Portuguese Hospital in Rome

67. ROME (City). Igreja e Hospital de Santo Antonio da Naçaõ Portuguesa
de Roma. Estatutos da veneravel Igreja e Hospital de Santo Antonio da Nação
Portuguesa de Roma. Rome: Impressa na Rev. Cam. Apost., 1683. 4°,
nineteenth-century quarter calf over marbled boards (worn at corners,
small defect near foot of spine), smooth spine gilt, contrasting leather
lettering piece, gilt letter. Woodcut of St. Anthony on title-page. Woodcut
initials and tailpieces. Minor stains and small hole in blank portion of
title page, some dampstains toward end. In good to very good condition. Initials “A.B.S.” stamped in gilt at foot of spine. 153 [i.e., 151, with
pp. 145-6 skipped in numbering] pp., lacking the final 4 ll. of index, as
is often the case.		 $500.00

FIRST EDITION of the statutes of the Portuguese church and hospital of Saint Anthony
at Rome, which was founded in 1440 by D. Antão Martins de Chaves, Cardinal-Bishop
of Porto (under the aegis of the Portuguese church in Rome) for the care of resident
nationals and pilgrims.
Set out here are the administration, daily operation, staffing, finances and admission
standards of the hospital. The Estatutos also specify the legal obligations and liabilities
of the institution, wages, penalties for various employee abuses and the duties of the
physicians, pharmacist, archivist, accountant, nurses, barber-surgeons and cook (with
the kitchen’s opening and closing times). Pages 54-8 contain a chapter on “Couzas pertencentes á hospidalidade e enfermeria.” Book III (pp. 129-51) deals exclusively with the
hospital, giving detailed information on its administration. The church, built by Martino
Lunghi, was completed in 1652.
A second edition appeared in Rome, 1863; a third was published in the same city
in 1872.
❊ Krivatsy 6127. National Library of Medicine, Seventeenth-Century STC p. 623:
calling for 153 pp. Bibl. del Senato, Catalogo ... di statuti VI: 264-5. Innocêncio IX,
190. Wellcome IV, 553. Not in Lisbon, Faculdade de Medicina, Catálogo da colecção
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portuguesa. Not in Pires de Lima, Catálogo da Bibliotheca da Escola Medico-Cirurgica do
Porto. Fernandes Thomáz 1850 (without the index) and 1851 (with the index). Pinto de
Mattos (1970) p. 260. Monteverde 2206: calling for only 153 pp. No Roman imprints
in the Portuguese language are listed in Thomas, Goldsmith, or Penny (1938). OCLC:
28453321 (Wellcome Library); 311643347 (Württembergische Landesbibliothek); 14325754
(University of California-Los Angeles, National Library of Medicine, Bio Med LibraryUniversity of Minnesota, British Library); Porbase locates three copies at Biblioteca
Nacional de Portugal and one at Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo. Jisc repeats
Wellcome Library and British Library.

Prince Henry the Navigator’s Brother Dies in Tangiers

68. SÃO BOAVENTURA, Fr. Fortunato de, trans. Summario da vida,
acçõens e gloriosa morte do Senhor D. Fernando, chamado assim dentro como
fóra de Portugal o Infante Santo, que de hum M.S. latino e inedito da Bibliotheca
Vaticana trasladava em lingoagem …. Modena: Impressão Regia Cameral,
1836. 8°, contemporary green embossed paper wrappers (some staining
and creasing, spine chipped at bottom). Light foxing. Uncut. 61 pp., (1
blank l.), xxix, (3 blank) pp.		 $500.00

Rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this chronicle of the life and martyrdom of D.
Fernando (1402-1443), Infante de Portugal. One of D. João I’s eight sons and brother of
Prince Henry the Navigator, D. Fernando accompanied the Portuguese expedition against
Tangiers in 1437. There he was taken captive and subjected to harsh treatment while feudal quarreling at home hampered, and eventually doomed, negotiations for his release.
After his death in captivity in 1443 and the eventual return of his remains to Portugal, D.
Fernando was termed the “Infante Santo” and venerated by some, though he was never
beatified by the Church. The Summario is said to be a translation from a Latin manuscript
in the Vatican Library, though the manuscript is neither precisely identified nor dated,
nor is the author identified. It is supplemented with nearly 30 pages of extracts from
other sixteenth- and seventeenth-century published accounts of D. Fernando, including
an excerpt from Os Lusiadas. Innocêncio points out that, while many copies of the Summario were shipped to Portugal, most were lost en route; he himself had not seen a copy.
Frei Fortunato de São Boaventura (1777-1844) was born in Alcobaça, where his father
was a bookseller. He took a Doctor of Theology degree at the Universidade de Coimbra
and later taught there for many years. A distinguished historian, he is best known for
his chronicles of the Cistercian congregation at Alcobaça. During the 1820s he launched
a career as a political polemicist on behalf of absolutism, gaining a reputation as a lesser
P. José Agostinho de Macedo. In 1831 D. Miguel rewarded his loyalty by appointing him
Reformador Geral dos Estudos, and the following year he was confirmed as Archbishop
of Évora, only to seek refuge in Italy after the fall of D. Miguel in 1834. The preface to
the Summario—indeed, the entire work—can be read as a wistful paean to the times
when Portugal was unsullied by constitutional government, ruled instead by monarchs
reputedly imbued with the purest sense of Christian duty.
❊ Innocêncio II, 312. Pinto de Mattos (1970) p. 568: “raro.” Not in Palha. Not in
Azevedo-Samodães, Ameal, Avila Perez or Monteverde. On the translator, see Grande
enciclopédia XXVII, 431-3. NUC: DLC.
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Seven Years’ War Disrupts Europe from Sweden to Italy

69. [SEVEN YEARS’ WAR]. Relaçam, dos progressos, e estado em que se
achão as Guerras da Europa na situação presente com huma cabal noticia
dos seus particulares no principio da Primavera. [Colophon] Lisbon: Na
Officin. junto a S. Bento de Xabregas, 1757. 4°, stitched. Caption title.
Light browning. In very good condition. 8 pp.		 $400.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this survey of martial activities across Europe during the Spring of 1757. The Prussians mustered 95,000 men plus 50,000 from Silesia and
additional auxiliary troops, and captured Rittberg, the home of the Count of Caunitz.
Meanwhile, thousands of Saxon soldiers who had been forced to join the Prussian army
were deserting; Frederick the Great ordered that their possessions in Saxony be confiscated
and their families be forced to pay for the equipment they had taken with them. The
French (with whom the author sympathizes) were still in Cleves, and Charles de Rohan,
Prince of Soubise, was preparing to invade the electorate of Hanover (June and July 1757).
A joint statement from the kings of France and Sweden stated that they were merely
defending the Peace of Westphalia (1648), according to which power in the Holy Roman
Empire was to remain in the hands of the electors, not a strong emperor. The final section of the Relaçam describes military preparations in Sardinia, Naples, Sicily, Genoa,
and Parma, and reprints the King of Spain’s decree that none of his subjects are to trade
with the Republic of Genoa.
The Seven Years’ War, 1756-1763, was waged in Europe, North America (where it
began in 1754, and is known as the French and Indian War), Central and South America,
West Africa, India (the Third Carnatic War), and the Philippines. Prussia, Great Britain,
and (from 1761) Portugal were allied against France, Austria, Spain (from 1761), Russia
(until 1762), Sweden (1757-1762), Saxony, and the Mughal Empire (from 1757). Aside
from venting the ongoing antagonism amongst the Bourbons, Habsburgs, and Hohenzollerns, the countries were battling for overseas colonies and commercial superiority.
As a result of the war, Great Britain annexed Canada, much North American territory
west of the Alleghenies, and Florida, and became dominant in the Indian subcontinent.
France transferred Louisiana to Spain. Prussia gained influence at the expense of the
Holy Roman Empire, which is often considered to be the starting point for the rise of
the modern German state. Removal of the French threat to the thirteen North American
Colonies, and British attempts to obtain revenues from these colonies to compensate for
wartime expenditures were major factors in the movement for Independence culminating in the American Revolution.
❊ Coimbra, Miscelâneas 1258, 1045. Not in Innocêncio or Fonseca, Pseudónimos.
OCLC: 29400191 (Houghton Library, Newberry Library, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek,
Universiteitsbibliotheek Utrecht); 253597897 (Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin-Preussischer
Kulturbesitz). Porbase locates four copies, all at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal.
Not located in Jisc.

The Most Complete Early Edition of Tacitus Printed in Spain

70. TACITUS, Gaius Cornelius. Tacito español, ilustrado con aforismos,
por Don Baltasar Alamos de Barrientos. Dirigido a Don Francisco Gomez de
Sandoval Rojas, Duque de Lerma, Marques de Denia, &c. .... Madrid: Por
Luis Sanchez a su costa, y de Juan Hasrey, 1614. Folio (29.4 x 21 cm.),
contemporary limp vellum (one thong fore-edge clasp preserved),
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horizontal manuscript short title and “Ilustrada // por // Baltasar
Alamos” near head of spine, and eary manuscript decorative flourish
near foot, text-block edges sprinkled red. Engraved title within historiated border made up of 8 panels. Engraved arms of the dedicatee on
fifth preliminary leaf. Woodcut head- and tailpieces and initials. Text
in roman and italic, with a smaller size for the commentary running
on 2 or 3 sides of the text. A few leaves with slight toning; a few other
leaves in index with minor foxing. Overall in fine condition. Armorial
stamp “Beardsley” at center of front pastedown endleaf. (14 ll.), 1003,
(1) pp., (76 ll.). Pagination skips from 554 to 604, but text and signatures
indicate that there is nothing missing. †4, †10, A-Z8, 2A-2B8, 2C-2P6,
2Q-2Z8, 3A-3Q8, 3R6, ¶-¶8, a-g8, h4. Leaf Qq3 missigned A3; Aaa4 missigned Aa7; Ccc3 unsigned; KKK2 missigned KKK3; ¶¶2-4 missigned
¶2-4.		$3,400.00

FIRST EDITION of the first Spanish translation of the complete works of Tacitus to
be published in Spain. Alamos de Barrientos’ version was preceded in print by that of
Emanuel Sueyro, published at Antwerp, 1613, but had been composed earlier: Alamos
notes in his preface that he received an aprobacion for the work in 1594, but for various
reasons was unable to publish until 1614. Both Sueyro and Alamos de Barrientos based
their translations on the Justus Lipsius editions of Tacitus, so there is some similarity
between them. The present translation includes a life of Tacitus by Justus Lipsius, the
Annals, the Histories, Germany and the Agricola. Alamos added “Aforismos,” which
appear as marginalia, and a translation of the geographical appendix that appeared in
Lipsius’ edition. The “Aforismos” were extracted and published separately in Antwerp,
1651 and Brussels, 1724; the complete translation did not appear again until the end of
the nineteenth century.
The fascinating title page of this work has eight compartments with figures illustrating quotes from Tacitus. The quotes, which appear as captions, are a clever way of
advertising the wisdom and wit of Rome’s greatest historian. For example, at the upper
right, above “Non poena semper, sed saepius poenitentia contentus” (Agricola: “Nor
was it always punishment, but far oftener penitence, which satisfied him”) is a crowned
woman holding a palm branch, with instruments of punishment lying unused at her
feet. At the lower right, three gentlemen in fashionable attire (ruffs, high hats, tights)
are seated around a table with books open to display the authors’ names (Thucydides,
Polybius, Tacitus, etc.). Below is the advice, “Plura consilio, quam vi, perficiuntur”
(Annales, “More things are accomplished well by good planning than by force”). At the
lower right, a commander in full armor and a ruff surveys his army and a distant castle:
no fewer than three pithy quotes accompany this image.
There is disagreement about the number of leaves in the index at the end of this
work. Perez Pastor and Palau call for 16 + 68 leaves (total of 84 ll., or 168 pp.). NUC lists
several different versions with the same imprint: one with 146 pp. at the end, one with
151 pp., one with 152 pp., one with 153 pp. Our copy, with 76 leaves, collates as the copy
in the Folger Library (¶-¶¶8, a-g8, h4).
Provenance: Theodore S. Beardsley, Jr. (1930-2012), noted bibliophile and scholar,
Director of the Hispanic Society of America (1965-1995), and author of Hispano-Classical
Translations Printed Between 1482 and 1699 (Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, and
Louvain: Editions E. Nauwelaerts, 1970), among other writings.
❊ Beardsley 144. Palau 326438. Perez Pastor 1307. Heredia 2999: without collation.
Salvá 2793: calling for 76 ll. at end. Goldsmith T2. HSA p. 548: lacking the title page.
Ticknor Catalogue p. 366.
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Classic Translation of Tasso into Portuguese

*71. TASSO, Torquato. O Godfredo, ou Hierusalem Libertada, poema
heroyco. Andres Rodrigues de Mattos, translator. Lisbon: Na Officina
de Miguel Deslandes, 1682. 4°, mid-nineteenth-century tan tree sheep
(slight wear; a few other very minor defects), spine gilt with slightly
raised bands in four compartments, red leather lettering piece in second
compartment from head, gilt letter, gilt date at foot, marbled endleaves,
text-block edges blotched red. Woodcut floral vignette on title page.
Woodcut headpieces, tailpieces, and initials. Numerous typographical
headpieces. Engraved title backed. Single small round wormhole in
lower blank margin of first 20 leaves and the two plates. Minor dampstains in margins of last few leaves. Overall in good conditon. Ink note
on verso of engraved title: “Raro e classico // Custou 2:600 // Porto
1867 // A.J.R. Pereira”. Also, in green ink on verso of title page: “V.
3:000 / AJR Pereira // 1867 Porto”. Engraved added title, engraved
frontispiece with sonnet at center, (16 ll.), 659 pp. In some copies p. 239
is incorrectly numbered 236; here it is numbered correctly.		 $1,600.00

First Edition in Portuguese, and the Only Edition of the present translation: a classic and rare translation of this exceedingly popular text. Rare in any form, few copies
appear with both the engraved title and frontispiece. In the present copy, the engraved
frontispiece is bound after the title page. The translation itself, by André Rodrigues de
Mattos, stands as an important contribution to Portuguese literature. Following the
dedication to the Grand Duke of Tuscany (*2r-v) is a prologue to the reader, in which
Rodrigues de Mattos praises Tasso’s work and notes the difficulties of translating verse
into verse, and a lengthy explanation of the allegorical meaning of the poem (**2r-***2r).
Preliminary leaves ***2v-****2r contain numerous poems to Rodrigues de Mattos: by
Bernardo Pereira da Sylva, an epigram in Latin and one in Portuguese; by Antonio Luis
Azevedo, 3 epigrams in Latin; by Manuel de Pina, 2 epigrams in Latin; by João Pereira da
Sylva, an epigram in Latin, 2 sonnets in Portuguese and an epigram in Italian composed
of lines taken from Tasso’s original; by Andre Nunes da Sylva, a sonnet in Portuguese;
by Troilo de Vasconcellos da Cunha, an epigram in Portuguese; and an anonymous
epigram in Latin. The approvação by the Jesuit P. Francisco da Cruz (****2v-****3r) gives
high praise to the translation, which Rodrigues de Mattos acknowledged with a sonnet
in Portuguese immediately following. The final preliminary leaf has errata (including a
stanza inadvertently dropped from the seventh Canto), and the interesting note that a
stanza from Canto 16 (“E i famelici sguardi avidamente”) was omitted from the translation “propter bonos mores,” because if it had been included the entire work might have
been kept from publication.
The engraved title has in the center a view of Jerusalem flanked by salomonic columns. Above are the arms of Cosmo III, Grand Duke of Tuscany, with Jerusalem being
enslaved by “Aladin” on one side, and being liberated by “Godfred” on the other. Below,
putti support a banner with the title. Following the title page is an engraved leaf with a
sonnet on Tasso (unsigned) in a heart-shaped cartouche surrounded by putti, shells and
cornucopia, and surmounted by the Grand Duke’s arms. Both the engravings are signed
by Clemens Billingue (ca. 1660 to after 1716). Soares considers him proficient but not
inspired: “um artista operoso, correcto por vezes nos delineamentos, mas desprezando
quási por completo as expressões das suas figuras ... um abridor de profissão e nunca
um artista entusiasta pela sua arte.”
❊ Arouca T4. Innocêncio I, 68. Barbosa Machado 1, 171 (giving incorrect date of
publication of 1688). Palau 328203. Pinto de Mattos p. 547. Soares, História da gravura
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artística em Portugal nº 321 and I, 127-31. Cunha Impressões deslandesianas pp. 199-220.
Gonçalves Rodrigues A tradução em Portugal 350 (without mention of the plates). Biblioteca Central da Marinha, Catálogo dos obras impressas no séc. XVII 855. Goldsmith T42.
HSA p. 551. Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa, Catálogo das obras Impressas no século
XVII: tipografia portuguesa 280. Palha 1152: an imperfect copy, lacking the engravings.
Azambuja 2547 (appears to lack the engraved title). Monteverde 5298. Ameal 2358.
Avila-Perez 7537. Not in Azevedo-Samodães. NUC: MH, PU. OCLC: 68914474 (giving
incomplete collation; 14 locations, of which only 7 appear to be hard copies: Princeton
University, University of Toronto-Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library, University of Michigan, University of California-Los Angeles, University of California-Berkeley, Cambridge
University Library, Biblioteca Comunale di Trento); 504521829 (British Library); 612395681
(Houghton Library, British Library). Porbase locates four copies: two in the Biblioteca
Nacional de Portugal (one with serious worming and shaved, affecting the text, the other
[with p. 239 incorrectly numbered] also with serious worming and shaved, lacking the
engraved title), and one each in the Biblioteca Central da Marinha and the Biblioteca
João Paulo II-Universidade Católica Portuguesa (without mention of either plate). Jisc
repeats British Library and Cambridge University only.

72. TASSO, Torquato, Giovanni Battista Guarini, and C. Guidubaldo
de’ Bonarelli. Le tre più celebri pastorali italiane, cioè, Aminta, favola
boscareccia di Torquato Tasso; Il Pastor Fido, tragi-commedia pastorale del
Guarini; Filli di Sciro, favola pastorale del C. Guidubaldo de’ Bonarelli.
Orléans: Da’ Torchj di L.P. Couret de Villeneuve, 1787. Bibliothèque des
meilleurs poëtes italiens, 36. 8°, contemporary speckled calf, smooth
spine gilt in six compartments, red spine labels in second and third
compartments with titles (some wear to edges and hinges, slightly
defective at head and foot of spine), marbled endleaves, text block
edges marbled. Woodcut vignette on title page. Woodcut headpieces
and ornaments. Scattered light stains and browning. Overall good to
very good condition. 502 pp.		 $300.00
First edition thus. Two of these three pastoral plays formed the inspiration for operas.
Tasso’s Aminta, a pastoral romance set in the era of Alexander the Great, was the
basis of a libretto by Metastasio, Il re pastore, which premiered in 1751. Metastasio’s libretto
became the basis of Mozart’s Il re pastore, which premiered in 1775, and of Aminta, il re
pastore, by Antonio Mazzoni (d. 1785). Tasso’s story was the basis for the ballet Sylvia, ou
La nymphe de Diane, with music by Léo Delibes, first performed in 1876.
Guarini’s Il pastor fido, a pastoral tragicomedy set in Arcadia, is one of the most
famous plays of the seventeenth century. Written in honor of the nuptials of the Duke of
Savoy and Catherine of Austria in 1585, it was first published in Venice, 1590, and revised
by the author through 20 editions, the latest being Venice, 1602. Il pastor fido inspired
many composers of madrigals (including Claudio Monteverdi, Giaches de Wert, and
Heinrich Schütz) as well as Handel’s opera of the same name, first performed in 1712.
Bonarelli’s Filli di Sciro is in the mold of Tasso and Guarini. Although it is not of
their caliber, the play was popular in its time.
❊ NUC: UU, DLC, PU, ICN. OCLC: 14193903; 504516140; 792794240; 46732218
(internet resource?); 457353534; 458197097; 604421388; 165823265 (internet resource?);
apparently 24 real copies located. Jisc locates copies at British Library, University of
Glasgow, Oxford University.
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Habsburgs vs. Bourbons, with Catalan Rebels Caught in the Middle

73. [THIRTY YEARS’ WAR]. Relação da victoria, que o Principe Thomas
teve em Italia, na qual desbaratou dezoito Cornetas de Cavalleria Castelhana.
Com os artigos da entrega de Salces a obediencia del Rey Christianissimo.
Conforme a copia impressa em Paris. Lisbon: Na Officina de Lourenço de
Anveres, 1642. 4°, recent antique sheep, spine gilt with raised bands in six
compartments, crimson leather lettering-piece in second compartment
from head, gilt letter, text-block edges rouged. Caption title. Woodcut
initial. In very good condition. Old oval paper ticket with shelfmark
“1746” in blank margin of recto of first leaf. (4 ll.).		 $900.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Very rare tract dealing with military struggles between
French and Spanish forces in the north of Italy, the south of France, and Catalunya: Savoy,
Perpignan, Roussillon, and Milan are mentioned. The author mentions the names of
military leaders, the strength of the troops they commanded, and how many on each
side were taken prisoner or killed. This was a minor action in the brutal course of the
Thirty Years’ War (1618-1648), which began as a religious conflict between Catholics
and Protestants within the Holy Roman Empire, and evolved into a battle between the
Bourbons and Habsburgs.
Leaves 3v-4r include the leaders’ agreements on behalf of the kings of Spain and
France regarding the withdrawal of troops and artillery from Les Salces (LanguedocRoussillon region in south-central France), including a comment that the Catalans will
be allowed to withdraw as well. Although the 1640 rebellion in Catalunya (the “Reapers’
War” or Guerra dels Segadors) failed, it significantly affected the outcome of the Portuguese struggle for independence, since it prevented the King of Spain from directing his
full military might against Portugal.
❊ Arouca R215 (without citing an actual copy, purportedly having taken the information from Martins Carvalho, “p. 235”; gives slightly different transcription of the title
page, and a collation of only 4 numbered pages; we looked at p. 235 in both volumes of
Martins de Carvalho, but could not find any reference to the present work). Coimbra,
Miscelâneas 6080. Not in Innocêncio or Fonseca, Pseudónimos. Not in Martinho da Fonseca,
Restauração. Not in Trindade, Restauração. Not in Exposição bibliográfica da Restauração. Not
located in NUC. OCLC: 165467885 (Bayerische Staatsbibliothek). Not located in Porbase.
Not located in Jisc.

Naval Battle in Thirty Years’ War

74. [THIRTY YEARS’ WAR]. Relaçam da vitoria que o Duque de Brese
General da Armada de França, teve contra a de Castella, em a batalha que se
derão a vante de Cartagena aos 4 de Setembro passado, composta de vinte &
sinco navios de guerra, a saber, sinco galeões, seis navios framengos, & 14
fragatas de Dunquerque, a qual desbaratou com perda de quatro navios: em
que entrou a Capitania de Napoles, hum galeão, & mais dous navios com 170
peças de artilheria, & 1500 homens entre mortos, & prisioneiros. [Colophon]
Lisbon: Ant. Alvarez, 1643. 4°, recent antique sheep, spine gilt with
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raised bands in six compartments, crimson leather lettering-piece in
second compartment from head, gilt letter, text-block edges rouged.
Caption title. Six-line woodcut initial. In very good condition, with
some underlining in ink. Small paper label with shelfmark covers one
letter in the caption title. (4 ll.)		 $600.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Describes a naval engagement off Cartagena, on the
southeast coast of Spain, on September 4, 1642, between the French, under the Duc de
Bresse, and the Spanish. Details are given of the troops and types of ships involved, and
of the actions of the duke and his subordinates over the course of several days.
This was a minor action in the brutal course of the Thirty Years’ War (1618-1648),
which began as a religious conflict between Catholics and Protestants within the Holy
Roman Empire, and evolved into a battle between the Bourbons and Habsburgs. The War
significantly affected the outcome of the Portuguese struggle for independence, since
it prevented the King of Spain from directing his full military might against Portugal.

❊ Arouca R212. Innocêncio XVIII, 133. Coimbra, Miscelâneas 6134. Trindade 183: a
poor copy. Fonseca, Restauração 237. Not in Exposição bibliográfica da Restauração, AzevedoSamodães, or Ameal. Not located in NUC. OCLC: 165467475 (Bayerische Staatsbibliothek).
Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc.

Treaty Between Portugal and the House of Savoy

75. [TREATY]. Convenção entre os muito altos, e poderosos senhores Dona
Maria Rainha de Portugal, e Victor Amadeo Rei de Sardenha, pela qual se
estabelece huma reciproca igualdade a respeito de successões entre os seus
respectivos vassallos, assinada em Lisboa pelos plenipotenciarios de huma, e
outra corte em 11 de Setembro de M.DCC.LXXXVII e ratificada por ambas
as magestades. Lisbon: Na Regia Officina Typografica, 1788. 4° (24 x 17.8
cm.), contemporary bronze and gold “Dutch” paper wrappers (a few
slight nicks), text block edges sprinkled red. Woodcut Portuguese royal
arms on title page. Fine to very fine condition. (1 blank l.), 17 pp. Text
in Portuguese and French on facing pages.		 $400.00
FIRST EDITION. [?] One of two editions (the other a folio of 11 pp.), issued the same
year by the same press, no priority established.

❊ This edition not in Imprensa Nacional; cf. 390 for the folio edition of 11 pp. Innocêncio VII, 386-7 (without indication of format or collation). OCLC: no edition located. This
edition not located in Porbase, which cites six copies of the 11 pp. edition at the Biblioteca
Nacional de Portugal. No edition located in Jisc. KVK (51 databases searched) locates
only the copies of the 11 pp. edition cited by Porbase. Not located in ICCU.
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Treaty of Vienna: Philip V of Spain Allies with Emperor Charles VI

76. [TREATY]. Tratado de paz, ajustado entre esta Corona, el Emperador de
Romanos, y el Sacro Romano Imperio. Madrid: en la Imprenta Real, por
Joseph Rodriguez de Escobar, 1725. 4°, early plain wrappers (upper
cover has short tears at fore-edge and 2 small holes), ink manuscript tile,
place and date on front wrapper. Woodcut royal arms of King Felipe V
of Spain and typographical border on title-page. Woodcut headpiece
and nine-line woodcut initial on p. 3. Very minor marginal worming,
without loss. Overall in good condition. Madrid bookseller’s stamp of
E.[stanislao] Rodriguez, Abada 25, in blue ink on verso of lower wrapper. 32 pp.		 $400.00
Official Spanish edition of the Treaty of Vienna, in which King Philip V of Spain allied
himself with Austria after his daughter’s engagement to Louis XV of France was broken
off. The Treaty was the successful culmination of the various intrigues orchestrated by
Elizabeth Farnese, wife of Philip V, to secure for her sons the succession to the duchies
of Parma-Piacenza and Tuscany. In this effort she had the loyal, if expensive, services of
the unscrupulous political adventurer Juan Guillermo, Baron de Ripperdá (1680-1737).
His tenure as minister plenipotentiary in Vienna was filled with bluster and deceit, which
he leveraged into a powerful position at court before his downfall in 1726. In response
to the Treaty of Vienna, England, France, Prussia and Holland formed an alliance later
in 1725 by the Treaty of Hanover.
The Tratado, concluded 7 June 1725, also includes provisions for the succession to the
Spanish throne, authorizations for both plenipotentiaries and ratifications from Charles
VI, Holy Roman Emperor, and Philip V of Spain. Article III calls for the re-establishment
of trade between the two kingdoms, the terms of which were spelled out in a separate
treaty negotiated and published later the same year (cf. Palau 339285).

❊ Palau 339282; cf. 339278-81 for other 1725 editions (possibly of a different treaty
concluded 30 April 1725) with variant titles. Not in JCB or JFB (1994). Not located in
Coimbra, Miscelâneas. NUC: DLC-P4. OCLC: 433210223 (Biblioteca Nacional de España,
collating as ours); 35402347 (Columbia University Law School, with 56 pp.). Not located in
Jisc, which lists an edition of Madrid, 1725 with 56 pp. at the National Library of Scotland
(ours ends apparently complete with all plenipotentiary and ratification statements).

A Mortar Falling through the Street
Prompts Popular Uprising in Genoa to Expel Austrians

77. [WAR OF THE AUSTRIAN SUCCESSION]. Carta de hum cidadam
de Genova a hum seu correspondente em Londres. [text begins:] Entre os
fataés eventos desta presente guerra .... N.p.: n.pr., 1746?. 4°, disbound.
Caption title and four-line criblé initial on p. 1. In good to very good
condition. 12 pp.		 $600.00

First Edition in Portuguese, signed in print at the end 15 December 1746. The
anonymous author describes the oppression inflicted by the Austrians after they captured
Genoa in September 1746, including sacking the city and imposing fines so heavy that
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the city had to hand over money from the Bank of St. George, the city’s leading financial
institution. Trade was slowing to a trickle and travel was forbidden. The Austrian governor, Antoniotto Botta d’Adorno, was particularly harsh, probably because his family
had been expelled from Genoa some years earlier.
On 5 December 1746, Austrian soldiers moving a mortar down the street saw it sink
into a huge hole, and when their leader tried to beat the Genoese bystanders into helping
drag it out, the Genoese pelted the soldiers with rocks. In short order the Genoese commandeered weapons from the armory and fought a series of other skirmishes, driving
the Austrians out of the city by 10 December (pp. 6-10). By the author’s estimate, only
50 Genoese were killed or wounded; for the Austrians, he says, casualties topped 4,000.
In 1745, Genoa had reluctantly entered the War of the Austrian Succession (1740-1748)
on the side of France and Spain. The next year the city was besieged by Austrians, British,
and Genoa’s mortal enemies, the Sardinians. Abandoned by its allies, Genoa surrendered
to the Austrians in September 1746, but December 1746 saw the great popular uprising
described here. One of the main goals of the Austrians during the 1747 campaign in Italy
was to recapture Genoa, which they failed to do.
The War of the Austrian Succession began in 1740, with the death of Emperor
Charles VI. It included several small conflicts: the War of Jenkins’ Ear (which began in
1739), King George’s War in North America (1744-1748), and two Silesian wars, finally
ending in 1748 with the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, which mostly returned territories to
the status quo ante.
❊ OCLC: 57172294 (Newberry Library); 249534561 (Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin);
612618786 (Houghton Library), and a digitized version. Porbase locates two copies, both
at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Not located in Jisc.

78. ZACCONE, Pierre. Los Zuavos en Italia. Novela boletin. Havana: Impr.
del Diario de la Marina, 1862. 8°, contemporary quarter calf, (worn,
especially at corners, edges of boards). Lower corner of title-page torn,
not affecting text. Some stains. 308 pp.		 $600.00
Apparently the First Separate Edition in Spanish, and the First Cuban Edition. The
text had appeared previously in Spanish in a collection titled Novelas selectas é ilustradas
(Paris: Señores X. de Lassalle y Mélan, 1860). The author was born at Douai in 1817, and
died at Morlaix in 1895. Palau lists no fewer than ten translations into Spanish of his works.

❊ Trelles IV, 179. Palau 378652. Not located in NUC. OCLC: 829250781 (digitalized
fron the copy in the Biblioteca Nacional de España); 433058108 (Biblioteca Nacional de
España). CCPBE locates a single copy at the Biblioteca de Catalunya. Rebiun repeats
Biblioteca de Catalunya only. Not located in Jisc. Not located in Hollis. Not located in
Orbis. Not located in LC Online Catalog. Not located in Melvyl. KVK (51 databases
searched) locates only the copies in the Biblioteca Nacional de España and Biblioteca de
Catalunya previously cited.
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Attack on Enlightenment Ideas
With New Introductory Material for This Translation

79. [ZAGURI, Pietro Marco; translated by Francisco Gomes de Avelar].
Plano para dar systema regular ao moderno espirito filosofico, ou instruções
anecdotas de hum livre pensador. Tradução do italiano. [Lisbon]: Na Ofic. de
Antonio Rodrigues Galhardo Impressor da Real Mesa Censoria, 1784.
8°, contemporary tree sheep (light stains), smooth spine with gilt fillets in Greek key design and citron leather lettering piece bearing gilt
short title (slight wear at head, joints and corners). Small typographical
ornament on title page. Woodcut headpiece and factotum initial on p.
[1]. Internally fine. Overall in very good to fine condition. (1 l.), xxix,
313 pp., (1 blank l.).		 $400.00
First and Only Edition in Portuguese of Piano per dare regolato sistema al moderno
spirito filosofico, originally published in 1776. An attack on the new philosophical ideas
sprouting mainly in France, it roused wide interest in intellectual and ecclesiastical circles.
Much of the preliminary matter seems to have been written for this edition. Included (pp.
xvi-xviii) is a translation of a review of the work that appeared in a journal in Pisa, 1777.
In 1763, Pietro Marco Zaguri (Venice, 1738-Vicenza, 1810) was ordained as a priest.
He had studied at the Jesuit College of Nobles in Bologna. The year Piano per dare regolato
sistema appeared (without his name on the title page), he earned his law degree from the
University of Padua. Zaguri was named bishop of Ceneda barely a year later, and was
sent to Vicenza as bishop in 1785.
Innocêncio lists the work under Francisco Gomes de Avellar, who was presumably
the translator. Avellar (Alhandra, near Lisbon, 1739-Faro, 1816) was a secular presbyter
from the Congregação do Oratório de Lisboa, and later bishop of the Algarve.

❊ Innocêncio II, 386-7; on the translator, see also IX, 300-1. Gonçalves Rodrigues, A
tradução em Portugal 1499. Biblioteca Central da Marinha, Catálogo das obras impressas no
séc. XVIII, 188. Not located in NUC. OCLC: 504187396 (British Library). Porbase locates
one copy each at Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal and Biblioteca Central da Marinha,
and two copies at Biblioteca Municipal de Elvas. Jisc repeats British Library only. KVK
(51 databases searched) locates only the copies cited by Porbase.
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